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every student living a fully literate life

Assessment
Classroom Resources
Intervention
Professional Books
Professional Development

THE NEWEST MUST-HAVE RESOURCES
FOR ALL EDUCATORS

THE FUTURE OF LITERACY EDUCATION
Now available for grades PreK–6.
SEE PAGES 12–21

THE READING MINILESSONS BOOK
Now includes grades 4–6.
SEE PAGES 46–47

CONTINUO DE LA
LECTOESCRITURA
Newly expanded to
grades PreK–8.
SEE PAGE 23

FOUNTAS & PINNELL
READER’S NOTEBOOKS
Now available in Spanish.
SEE PAGE 28

NEW!

powerful
Turn vision into action.
The schools Fountas and Pinnell
envision recognize every child’s
right to grow up literate as
a member of a dynamic
learning community, and
for every teacher to
have the expertise
needed to bring that
vision to life.

The Literacy Continuum
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A SYSTEMATIC AND COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH
TO LITERACY INSTRUCTION

The Fountas & Pinnell

Literacy Continuum
Expanded EDITION

The Literacy Continuum is the cornerstone of all
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ resources.
Make it your tool for assessment,
planning, and teaching.

WHAT

IT'S THE CURRICULUM

WHERE

USE IT EVERYWHERE

IS IT?

DO I USE IT?

WHEN

DO I USE IT?

Use it in small group, whole group, one-on-one
conferences, book clubs, assessments, intervention.

USE IT ALL THE TIME
Use it during all reading and writing
instructional contexts.

WHY

TO BUILD COHERENCE

WHO

EVERYONE

HOW

WITH PRACTICE

DO IT USE IT?

USES IT?

DO I USE IT?

2

It is the articulation of the reading and writing
behaviors that children develop over time.

800.225.5800

Use it to create a common language and
common goals for the classroom and the school.

Teachers, administrators, staff developers,
literacy coaches, librarians, interventionists.

Use it to plan instruction, guide observation, and to
lead teaching forward.

heinemann.com

fountasandpinnell.com

Start learning now!
Watch a webinar about
The Literacy Continuum.
Irene Fountas and Gay
Su Pinnell explain how
to use The Literacy
Continuum as your
roadmap for literacy
acquisition in children
over time
Scan the
code to
view.

fp.pub/Continuumweb.com

INSTRUCTIONAL
CONTEXT

INTERACTIVE
READ-ALOUD
AND LITERATURE
DISCUSSION

SHARED AND
PERFORMANCE
READING

WRITING ABOUT
READING

WRITING

ORAL AND VISUAL
COMMUNICATION

TECHNOLOGICAL
COMMUNICATION

BRIEF DEFINITION

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTINUUM

Students engage in discussion with

• Year by year, grades PreK–8

one another about a text that they

• Genres appropriate to grades PreK–8

have heard read aloud or one they
have read independently.

• Specific behaviors and understandings that are evidence of think ing within,
beyond, and about the text

Students read together or take roles in

• Year by year, grades PreK–8

reading a shared text. They reflect the

• Genres appropriate to grades PreK–8

meaning of the text with their voices.

• Specific behaviors and understandings that are evidence of thinking
within, beyond, and about the text

Students extend their understanding

• Year by year, grades PreK–8

of a text through a variety of

• Genres/forms for writing about reading appropriate to grades
PreK–8

writing genres and sometimes with
illustrations.

• Specific evidence in the writing that reflects thinking within,
beyond, and about the text

Students compose and write their

• Year by year, grades PreK–8

own examples of a variety of genres,

• Genres/forms for writing appropriate to grades PreK–8

written for varying purposes and
audiences.

• Aspects of craft, conventions, and process that are
evident in students’ writing, grades PreK–8

Students present their ideas through

• Year by year, grades PreK–8

oral discussion and presentation.

• Specific behaviors and understandings related to
listening and speaking, presentation

Students learn effective ways of

• Year by year, grades PreK-8

communicating and searching for

• Specific behaviors and understandings related
to effective and ethical uses of technology

information through technology;
they learn to think critically about
information and sources.

PHONICS,
SPELLING,
AND
WORD STUDY

GUIDED
READING

Students learn about the relationships

• Year by year, grades PreK–8

of letters to sounds as well as the
help them in reading and spelling.

• Specific behaviors and understandings related to nine areas of
understanding related to letters, sounds, and words, and how they work in
reading and spelling

Students read a teacher-selected text

• Level by level, A to Z

in a small group; the teacher provides

• Genres appropriate to grades PreK–8

structure and meaning of words to

explicit teaching and support for
reading increasingly challenging texts.

• Specific behaviors and understandings that are evidence of thinking within,
beyond, and about the text
• Specific suggestions for word work (drawn from the phonics and word
analysis continuum)

New!
Fountas and Pinnell’s cornerstone resource
is also available in a PreK–8 bilingual and
Spanish Expanded Edition.
See page 23 for details.
Teacher information
in English

Teacher information
in Spanish

It all starts here.
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

CORNERSTONE
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Turn

Goals:
___ Form groups for
guided reading
___ Demonstrate progress
over time
___ Plan for every reader’s
individual growth

Into

Assessment
■■ BASED ON

■■ IN-DEPTH

THE FOUNTAS &

COMPREHENSION

PINNELL LITERACY

CONVERSATIONS

CONTINUUM AND
THE F&P TEXT
LEVEL GRADIENT™

■■ LINK ASSESSMENT
TO RESPONSIVE
TEACHING

■■ RELIABLY
DETERMINE
INSTRUCTIONAL
AND INDEPENDENT
READING LEVELS

■■ K–2 AVAILABLE
IN SPANISH

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GATHERING DATA
AND GAINING INSIGHT

The Fountas & Pinnell

Benchmark Assessment Systems
The Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment Systems 1 and 2 and Sistema de evaluación de la lectura are
used to identify the instructional and independent reading levels of students with accuracy and reliability.
Through original, precise texts and tools, teachers can observe and quantify specific reading behaviors, and
then interpret and use that data to plan meaningful, responsive teaching.

informative

F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™
FOUNTAS & PINNELL

GRADE-LEVEL

LEVELS

GOALS

F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™
Each book in the Benchmark Assessment System was created to reflect

Kindergarten

the characteristics of texts and demands on the reader at each specific
level on the F&P Text Level Gradient™. This teaching and assessment tool
was created by Fountas and Pinnell. Each of the twenty-six points on this
gradient of reading difficulty represents a small but significant increase in

Grade One

difficulty over the previous level.

THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL
LITERACY CONTINUUM

Grade Two

The Literacy Continuum

Grade Three

names and categorizes
literacy behaviors and

Grade Four

understandings that are
used in the Comprehension
Conversation of the

Grade Five

Benchmark Assessment
System forms. Use this

Grade Six

indispensable tool for

Grade Seven−Eight
High School/Adult

interpreting assessment
data and planning
responsive teaching.

The grade-level goals on the F&P Text Level Gradient™ are intended to
provide general guidelines, which should be adjusted based on
school/district requirements and professional teacher judgement.
© 2012 Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell
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The Benchmark Assessment Systems
are much more than a resource to find students’ reading

ing Within the Te
ink
xt
h
T
Using a range
of strategies to
recognize and
take apart words,
and understand
word meaning.

information to make informed teaching
each student’s needs.

Noticing and using
sources of information
(meaning, language
structure, phonological
information, visual information).

T hink

insightful

Ab

ou

Thinking about what
the writer means
but has not stated.

tt

h

Assessment System lists key understandings and

Te
x

T hin ki

in as they process texts, which is illustrated here in the

RECORDING FORMS

3 Reflects excellent understanding of the text.
2 Reflects partial understanding of the text.

Student

Grade

Teacher

School

Date

1 Reflects very limited understanding of the text.
0 Reflects no understanding of the text.

Place the book in front of the student. Read the title and introduction.
Introduction: Dogs can be more than pets. They can help people.
Therapy dogs help people feel better, and service dogs
help people do things. Read to find out about these two
kinds of dogs and what they do.

allow teachers to not just measure

Page

Accuracy

Comprehension

sec.

you

anyone

E SC

Self-correction

Writing About
Reading

Fluency

More Than a Pet Level J, RW: 284, E: 30
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Now,

Within the Text

jobs.

Recording Form Part On

Prompts
Royal

and

Student
Teacher

Place the book in front of the student. Read

Introduction: Edwin’s hair was so long t
His mom and dad gave hi
had to wear a wig hat. Rea

Score

Lily

There are two kinds of dogs that help
Some dogs
about the dogs in this book.
are people.
together
all help
the Talk
time.
people feel better and some dogs work. (May or may not use
What else?
the terms therapy and service.) Lily holds on to Royal’s harness

better

Edwin’s Haircut • Leve

because she can’t see well.
Beginning with the first prompt, have a conversation with the student.
Comprehension Scoring Key
Note the key understandings the student expresses. Use the prompts to
3 Student demonstrates proficiency in understanding the text.
Royal came to live with Lily
give you information about the student’s understanding. Score for evidence
2 Student is approaching proficiency in understanding the text.
of all understandings expressed—with or without a prompt. For scoring
1 Student demonstrates limited proficiency in understanding the text.
when he was a puppy.
details, see the rubric in the Assessment Guide. Circle the number in the
0 Student’s comprehension is not proficient.
score column that reflects the level of understanding demonstrated.
He and Lily were trained together.

Key Understandings

0

1

2

3

Page

Dogs help people in many different ways. Therapy dogs cheer
people up. They visit people who are
and nursing
at in hospitals
the mall
or on the train.
homes. Service dogs are trained to help their owners. They make
sure their owners are safe. They getRoyal
things formakes
their owners.
sure it ’s safe

Dogs

service

Lily,

help

More Than a Pet • Level J

pets.

special

helps

needs

Recording Form Part Two: Comprehension Conversation

dogs.

Note any additional understandings:
for

Lily

to

2

walk.

Subtotal

Beyond and About the Text
Dogs are smart. They seem to know how to behave to
make people feel better. They are good at learning how
End Time
min.
to help people.

Do you think dogs are smart? How can
you tell?
sec.

0

Subtotal
1 2 3

© 2017, 2011,©2008
2017,by
2011,
Irene2008
C. Fountas
by Irene
and
C. Gay
Fountas
Su Pinnell.
and Gay
Portsmouth,
Su Pinnell. Portsmouth,
NH: Heinemann.
NH: This
Heinemann.
page may
This
be page
photocopied.
may be photocopied.

© 2017, 2011, 2008 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. This page may be photocopied.

your

pet
have

is

Total

Dogs are important to people. They are more than just pets
What does the writer want you to know
Have the student finish reading the book silently.
and they help people in many ways.
about dogs?
951 I knew dogs make good pets
4 and can be guide dogs. I learned
98

Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System 1, Third Edition

that they can be trained to help people who can’t get things for
themselves or who are sick.

5/6/16 1:50 PM

BAS_B1_FormsBookCond506a.indb 98

Note any additional understandings:

Total Score:

5–6 Proficient
4 Approaching Proficiency

/6

3 Limited Proficiency
0–2 Not Proficient

Writing About Reading Scoring Key

Part Three: Writing About Reading (optional)

3 Reflects excellent understanding of the text.

Read the writing/drawing prompt below to the student. You can also cut the prompt on the
dotted line and give it to the child. Specify the amount of time for the student to complete
the task on a separate sheet of paper. (See the Assessment Guide for more information.)

Take Action! Get an in-depth look
at meaningful assessment.

2 Reflects partial understanding of the text.
1 Reflects very limited understanding of the text.
0 Reflects no understanding of the text.

Write about three ways dogs help people. You can draw a picture to
go with your writing.
6
100

Examine complete assessments, case studies, and
actual assessment books in our comprehensive BAS
Sampler. Scan the code to view now.

Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System 1, Third Edition

BAS_B1_FormsBookCond506a.indb 100
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Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

3

What did you already know about dogs Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System 1, Third Edition
and what was new to you?

Guide to Total Score, Levels A-K

© 2017, 2011, 2008 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. This page may be photocopied.

Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System 1, Third Edition
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draw a picture to go with your writing.

Page Text

Summary of Scores:

RECORDING FORMS

Write about how the story ends. Is it a good ending? Why? You can

Do
who
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student understands about the

details about a reader’s
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dive deeper into how much a

every level and provides
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Recording Form Part One: Oral Reading (continued)

Sources of Information Used

accuracy and fluency, but also

assessment protocol at

RECORDING FORMS

THIRD EDITION

More Than a Pet • Level J • Nonfiction

Finely crafted assessment forms

6

Benchmark
Assessment System 1

Recording Form Part One: Oral Reading
Writing About Reading Scoring Key

Conversation is part of the

d
on
y
e
B

condB1_RF_Level_J_NF_MoreThanAPet.pdf

Recording Form Part Three: Writing About Reading (optional)

Read the writing/drawing prompt below to the student. You can also cut the prompt on the
dotted line and give it to the child. Specify the amount of time for the student to complete
the task on a separate sheet of paper. (See the Assessment Guide for more information.)

Adjusting present
understandings to
accommodate new
knowledge.

t

prompts for the kinds of thinking that students engage

ASSESSMENT FORMS

Anticipating what
may happen next.

Connecting the text
to personal and
world knowledge
as well as to
other texts.

Noticing aspects of
the writer’s craft
including text
structure.

e

Each assessment form in the Benchmark

Remembering important
information and
carrying it forward.

SYSTEMS
OF STRATEGIC
ACTIONS

Thinking critically
about the text.

ing

THE SYSTEMS OF STRATEGIC ACTIONS

Our New Neighbors • Level J

Taking action in
flexible ways to
solve problems or
fit purpose and genre.

Checking on accuracy
and understanding
and working to
self-correct errors.

decisions that are specific to

Systems of Strategic Actions.

Reading at
a good rate,
integrating phrasing,
pausing, intonation,
and stress.

t

gives teachers a rare opportunity to gather

Te
x

closely observing their reading behavior,

e

levels. The one-on-one time spent with students,

7

HIGH-QUALITY BOOKS CREATED EXCLUSIVELY FOR ASSESSMENT
The Benchmark Assessment System (BAS) and Sistema de evaluación de la lectura (SEL) contain an original fiction
and nonfiction book at each level. Each book was written, edited, and extensively field tested to represent the
specific text characteristics of its designated level on the F&P Text Level Gradient™.
• 28 books in BAS 1 for assessing levels A–N
• 28 books in SEL for assessing levels A–N
• 30 books in BAS 2 for assessing levels L–Z

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL-BASED SEMINAR

BAS

Learn how to administer, code, and score assessments to determine
students’ independent and instructional reading levels. Available for
both BAS and SEL.

ADMINISTRATOR SEMINAR
Learn about the role of assessment in effective instruction and how
to ensure successful implementation of BAS at the school level.

LIVE WEBINARS
Learn how to analyze results of assessment and plan appropriate
instruction to meet students’ needs through demonstrations and
hands-on practice.
For details see pages 59, and 62, or visit fountasandpinnell.com/
professionaldevelopment

8

800.225.5800

heinemann.com

fountasandpinnell.com

GO PAPERLESS!
Take paperless assessments with
the Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark
Assessment System Reading
Record App for iPad®.
Purchase individual apps at the
Apple iTunes Store or App Content
licenses are available through
www.heinemann.com at a 20%
volume discount on purchases of
20 or more licenses per system.

SEL

The Benchmark Assessment Systems
High-quality resources enable teachers to strengthen the
connection between assessment and responsive teaching.

GRADES

GRADOS

PreK–8

The Literacy Continuum
The essential planning tool
for interpreting assessment
data and planning
responsive teaching.

Assessment Guide
Support in implementing
BAS and SEL through
an extensive overview;
instructions on
administering, coding,
and scoring; Case Study
examples; and much more.

The

PreK–2

Fountas&Pinnell

Fountas&Pinnell

Literacy

Continuum

Continuo de la

lectoescritura

Instrumento para la evaluación, planificación y enseñanza

A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

A Spanish reconstruction of

The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum:
A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

Expanded E D I T I O N

Expanded E D I T I O N

THIRD
EDITION

GRADOS

Online Resources
Online access to all assessment forms,
summary forms, and videos.

NIVELES

K–2 A–N

Fountas & Pinnell

Professional Learning Videos
Footage of teachers and students
demonstrating one-on-one assessments,
as well as how to score, code, and analyze
data using BAS.

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Guía para

A Guide to Benchmark
Assessment System 1
Levels A–N

maestros
15

B_F_LittleSister_Hermanita.indd 15

Assessment

3/1/11 4:19:30 PM

CÓMO USAR EL SISTEMA DE EVALUACIÓN DE LA LECTURA

(Assessment Guide)

Guide 1

Sistema de evaluación
de la lectura

SISTEMA DE EVALUACIÓN

BENCHMARK ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

THIRD
EDITION

GRADOS

NIVELES

K–2 A–N

Online Data Management System
Web-based, password-protected tool used
to collect, analyze, and report students’
assessment data.

Fountas & Pinnell

Assessment Forms Book
Bound master copy of each
assessment form, which are
also available online.

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Benchmark
Assessment
System

1

Formularios de

—Vamos a comprar naranjas
—mamá dijo.

evaluación
12

C_NF_Market_Mercado.indd 12

Assessment
Forms

Sistema de evaluación
de la lectura

BENCHMARK ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

BAS1_3rdEd_AssessmentForms_2016.indd 1

Online Community Support
Free membership at fountasandpinnell.com
provides teachers with downloadable
resources, consultant-monitored discussion
board, insightful blog posts, teaching tips,
and more.

SISTEMA DE EVALUACIÓN

5/10/16 11:09 AM

THIRD
EDITION

Student Forms Book
Optional assessments that
allow teachers to gather
diagnostic information to
more precisely pinpoint a
reader’s needs.

3/1/11 4:22:34 PM

(Assessment Forms Book)

GRADOS

NIVELES

K–2 A–N

Fountas & Pinnell

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Benchmark
Assessment
System

1

Student Forms
Optional Assessments

BENCHMARK ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

BAS1_3rdEd_StudentForms_2016.indd 1

5/10/16 11:35 AM

Hojas para mostrar
al estudiante
EVALUACIONES OPCIONALES

(Optional Assessments: Student Forms)

Sistema de evaluación
de la lectura

SISTEMA DE EVALUACIÓN

SYSTEMS FOR GRADES K–2, LEVELS A–N
Benchmark Assessment System 1, Grades K–2, Levels A–N,

Student Folders
Individual folders designed
to store assessment results
and record a longitudinal
record of progress that can
be passed from grade to
grade, K–8.
F&P Calculator/Stopwatch
Calculate students’ reading
rate, percentage of accuracy,
and self-correction ratio.

Third Edition / 978-0-325-07769-7 / $425.00
Sistema de evaluación de la lectura, grados K–2, niveles A–N,
(teaching materials in English, leveled books in Spanish) /
978-0-325-09979-8 / 2019 / $425.00
Sistema de evaluación de la lectura, grados K–2, niveles A–N,
totalmente en español (all materials in Spanish) /
978-0-325-05652-4 / $388.00

SYSTEM FOR GRADES 3–8, LEVELS L–Z
Benchmark Assessment System 2, Grades 3–8, Levels L–Z,
Third Edition / 978-0-325-07770-3 / $425.00

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

ASSESSMENT
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Turn

Goals:
 uild a literacy-ricwithh the
B
environment filled oks
highest-quality bo
Nurture a joyful community
of readers
Implement a coherent plan for
literacy instruction

Into

Classroom
Resources

■■ BASED ON

■■ WEAVES LITERACY

THE FOUNTAS &

LEARNING THROUGH

PINNELL LITERACY

WHOLE-CLASS,

CONTINUUM AND

SMALL-GROUP,

THE F&P TEXT

AND INDEPENDENT

LEVEL GRADIENT™

CONTEXTS

■■ A SYSTEMATIC

■■ ENGAGE STUDENTS

APPROACH

IN READING, WRITING,

TO LITERACY

THINKING, AND

INSTRUCTION

TALKING ABOUT
BOOKS EVERY DAY

THE FUTURE OF LITERACY EDUCATION IS HERE

A cohesive literacy system for all students in prekindergarten through
grade 6 based on responsive teaching using an inquiry-rich, multi-text
approach to literacy instruction.

INTERACTIVE
READ-ALOUD

SHARED
READING

PHONICS,
SPELLING, AND
WORD STUDY

READING
MINILESSONS

GUIDED
READING

BOOK
CLUBS

INDEPENDENT
READING

PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING
TOOLS

INSTRUCTIONAL COHERENCE
While the benefits of the whole are inherent in each of the parts, Fountas &
Pinnell Classroom™ (FPC) is designed as a coherent system. Each instructional
context in the system is reciprocally connected to the others, improving student
outcomes and creating equitable literacy opportunities for all students.

THE LITERACY CONTINUUM: THE CORNERSTONE RESOURCE
The Literacy Continuum serves as the instructional anchor for every lesson, goal
and book in FPC. Each FPC lesson was written, every original book created, and
each trade book chosen based on the text characteristics and goals from The
Literacy Continuum. The Literacy Continuum serves as the curriculum underlying
Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. It creates coherence across classrooms and grade
levels within the school.

coherence
12

800.225.5800

heinemann.com

fountasandpinnell.com

inquiry

ing Within the Te
ink
xt
Th
Using a range
of strategies to
recognize and
take apart words,
and understand
word meaning.

Taking action in
flexible ways to
solve problems or
fit purpose and genre.

Checking on accuracy
and understanding
and working to
self-correct errors.
Noticing and using
sources of information
(meaning, language
structure, phonological
information, visual information).

inquiry that interest and engage them as learners, and build

Thinking critically
about the text.

ing

knowledge of different topics and themes across a range of

T hink

think within, beyond and about texts, they pursue lines of

SYSTEMS
OF STRATEGIC
ACTIONS

ou

Thinking about what
the writer means
but has not stated.

tt

h

e

Te
x

Anticipating what
may happen next.

Connecting the text
to personal and
world knowledge
as well as to
other texts.

Noticing aspects of
the writer’s craft
including text
structure.

Ab

disciplines and texts.

Remembering important
information and
carrying it forward.

Adjusting present
understandings to
accommodate new
knowledge.

t
T hin ki

ng

t

to propel authentic learning and discovery. As children

Te
x

Children are curious, and FPC allows children's curiosity

th

e

Powered by curiosity

Reading at
a good rate,
integrating phrasing,
pausing, intonation,
and stress.

on
Bey

d

authenticity
AT THE HEART OF FPC:
THOUSANDS OF AUTHENTIC BOOKS
Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ is filled with
exciting books to stir the imagination, beautifullycrafted books that enhance children's language,
challenging books to lift every
reader, and diverse books that
expand readers' knowledge of
the world.

The books in the Guided Reading and Shared Reading
Collections are all original to and created for FPC.
The captivating Independent Reading, Interactive
Read-Aloud, and Book Club Collections were carefully
selected with purpose.
Every book in FPC was created or curated under the
direction of Fountas and Pinnell to match the text
characteristics from The Literacy Continuum.

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

13

YOUR CLASSROOM: THEIR LITERATE LIFE

Comprehensive resources
for a systematic approach to literacy learning
Ignite learning with thousands of books, lessons, and resources
within these major instructional contexts

WHOLE-GROUP TEACHING
SHARED
READING

INTERACTIVE
READ-ALOUD

PHONICS,
SPELLING, AND
WORD STUDY

An exquisite
collection of
original texts (enlarged and
accompanying small versions)
that nurture students’ abilities to construct meaning in a
supported context so they can
enjoy reading and learn critical
concepts of how texts work.

A collection of the
very best ageappropriate, grade-appropriate
trade books to promote the joy
of reading, expand vocabulary,
and nurture the ability to think,
talk, and write about texts that
fully engage students’ interest.

Explicit lessons
for whole-group instruction and
small-group application that
help students explore, attend to,
learn about, and efficiently use
sounds, letters, and words.

• 120 titles per grade PreK–6

• 200 titles with lesson folder and
audiobook per title spanning
grades PreK–3

• 105 lessons in grade 4

• Lesson folder per title

• In development for grades 5 and 6

• Inquiry Overview Card per text set

• Specific enlarged text opportunities for shared and performance
reading in IRA, GR, and BC
lessons per grade 4–6

EACH GRADE
LEVEL (K–6) WILL
ALSO INCLUDE:
• Essential Questions
and Inquiry-Based
Learning Opportunities

READING
MINILESSONS
The Reading
Minilessons Book
provides brief,
focused and practic al wholeclass lessons on the topics of
Management, Literary Analysis,
Strategies and Skills, and
Writing About Reading.
• One book of minilessons per
grade K–6

14

800.225.5800

• 100 lessons per grade K–3

heinemann.com

• Professional Learning
Tools
• Writing About Reading
• Interactive Writing
• Shared Writing
• Assessment
View the complete FPC Components
Overview for grades PreK–6 on the
foldout back cover.

fountasandpinnell.com

• Digital Resources

SMALL-GROUP TEACHING
GUIDED READING

BOOK CLUBS/
LITERATURE DISCUSSION

The most powerful and
engaging authentic, original
texts to build each student’s
ability to process increasingly challenging books with fluency
and comprehension. Build a rich guided
reading collection over time with:

An authentic opportunity
to bring students together
for in-depth discussion of a
captivating trade book they have read in
order to extend thinking and learn about
themselves as readers.

• 1,300 titles spanning grades
K–6

• 32 titles per grade K–3

• Lesson folder per
title

• Discussion card per title

• 48 titles per grade 4–6
• Inquiry Overview Card per
text set

F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™

INDEPENDENT LEARNING

FOUNTAS & PINNELL

LEVELS

GRADE-LEVEL

GOALS

Kindergarten

Grade One

INDEPENDENT READING

Grade Two

A carefully curated collection of
authentic children’s literature
that provides the opportunity
for students to develop tastes
as readers and to read a large number of
self-selected books independently. With
accompanying conferring cards, you can make
specific teaching points in brief conferences
that lead the individual reader forward.
• 150 titles per grade K–2
• 200 titles per grade 3–6
• Conferring card
per title

Grade Three

Grade Four
Grade Five

Grade Six
Grade Seven−Eight
High School/Adult
The grade-level goals on the F&P Text Level Gradient™ are intended to
provide general guidelines, which should be adjusted based on
school/district requirements and professional teacher judgement.
© 2012 Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell
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A FIRM FOUNDATION
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum—the roadmap for literacy
acquisition in chlldren over time—and
the F&P Text Level Gradient™ are
the foundations of Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™. The specific demands,
competencies, and behaviors to teach
for, assess and reinforce (at each
grade level and text level) inform and
inhabit Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™.

comprehensive
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

CLASSROOM RESOURCES
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Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ System Resources
WHOLE-GROUP TEACHING

INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD (PreK–6)
A whole-class activity in which you select a book to read aloud to your class, engaging children in
authentic discussion about the text. Books are organized into text sets that spark inquiry-based learning.

The Night Worker

Blackout

A Bus Called Heaven

About This Text Set
Living and working together with others helps you to form a community. All of the books in this
text set are about community – the people and places that make up a community, the ways that
community members help each other, and the different roles that people in the community play.

Fountas & Pinnell

You might also include the following additional books and resources from the Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom collection.
The Giant Jam Sandwich

Captain Brock, Firefighter

Pet Show

A Cool Summer Tail

What Do You Do With a Tail Like This?

Essential Question and Big Ideas

Too Many Pears

Milk: From Cow
to Carton

Ice Bear: In the Steps The Last Polar Bear
of the Polar Bear

On the Go

Going Places

Engage children by keeping this essential question and these big ideas in mind as you read and talk about
About This Text Set
the texts in this set. Be sure to use language appropriate for the grade level. This question can also be
The authors of the nonfiction books in this text set have organized factual information into a
This
Text Set
explored through a variety of inquiry projects, including the suggested projects About
on the next
page.
question and answer structure. They engage the reader’s curiosity by posing thought-provoking
For genre study, be sure that students think and talk about the meaning of each text before looking for
questions about the animal world, and then providing interesting and often surprising answers.
genre characteristics.
The questions invite children to share their own thinking, while the answers inspire further

discussion and exploration.

20 Interactive Read-Aloud Books, organized into 25 text sets

What makes a
community?
You might also include the following additional books and resources from the Fountas & Pinnell

25 text set cards, including Inquiry Overview Cards, Author and
llustrator Study Cards, and Genre Study Cards

Living and working
together makes

Classroom collection.

a community.
What Do You
Do When Something Wants to Eat You?

What If You Had Animal Teeth?

20 Interactive Read-Aloud Lesson Folders

This text set includes fiction and nonfiction texts that feature the same theme, characters, and topics,
to help children identify and understand some of the differences between the two genres.
Every member
You
also include the following additional books and resources from the Fountas & Pinnell
of amight
community
Classroom
collection.
has
something
to
contribute.
This Year’s Garden and From Seed to Plant

A community is a place where you
feel you belong.

Thinking Across Books

1
What personal connections did you makeFPC_IRA_G1_Inquiry-Card_2pp_Community.indd
to the information in these books?

Front

what happened to Mama Panya and Adika after
hearing the story read.

Messages

work and a little imagination, old
things can be made new, useful, and beautiful again. One person can make a big impact.
and acquire understanding of new vocabulary
from story (dousing, blurted, quickened, whisking,
exclaimed, plumpest, etc.).

■■Notice

and understand that the story is set in
Kenya and that customs and characters’ behavior
reflect that setting.

Goals

Inquiry

■■Relate

About This Book

6. Read and Revise. Expand children’s understanding by encouraging them to talk about the genre in
appropriate instructional contexts (book clubs, independent reading conferences, etc.)

Communication

the story to their own lives by discussing their

■■Predict

future events in the story (What will happen to
the bus?).

■■Take

turns when asking and answering questions about
the story.

GENRE FOCUS In this realistic fiction story, a boy invites his friends and neighbors over for pancakes. Although the
Comprehension
Communication
setting in Kenya will be unfamiliar to most children, the themes of sharing and generosity are universal.
■■
■■Connect the information about communities to social
■■Notice and ask questions when meaning is
InferorStella’s and other characters’ intentions, feelings,
lost
HOW THE BOOK WORKS The story is told in third-person narrative with a lot of dialogue, and takes place in
and motivations using text and pictures.
studies content studied at school.
understanding is interrupted.
chronological sequence over the course of one day. The problem, not having enough food for everyone, is resolved
■■Notice and understand obvious themes (community,
■■Relate text to their own lives by discussing their own
■■Give reasons, either text-based or from personal
when the guests all bring
contributions to the meal. The setting, characters,
and events could all take place in real life.
imagination).
neighbors and communities.
experience, to support thinking.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■Notice the author’s use of descriptive language, such
■■Actively participate in the give and take of■conversation
Comprehension
■■Colorful and detailed full-page illustrations with many repeating patterns fully support meaning
as simile and metaphor.
■■Recognize and understand that the book is about a
Vocabulary
■■Several Kiswahili names,
words, and phrases are integrated into the text. A glossary with pronunciation support is
variety of neighborhoods and that customs
and at the end of■the
■Notice
provided
bookand acquire understanding of new vocabulary
behaviors of people are different in each place.
fromwith
text notes
(e.g., neighborhood,
neighbor,
monument,
■■Several informational pages
about Kenya and
its people
and animals are provided after the story. A recipe
■■Understand content that reflects beginning knowledge
climate,
worship,
responsibilities, public transportation).
for Mama Panya’s pancakes
is also
included
of the social world, such as how communities work and
■■Use new vocabulary in discussion of the text.
■■Several interesting vocabulary
words (e.g., dousing, blurted, quickened, whisking)
are successful.

■■Give

reasons (either text-based or from personal
experience) to support thinking.

Vocabulary
■■Notice

and acquire understanding of new vocabulary
from the story (e.g., abandoned, regulation, donation,
fluttered, twittering).

■■Use

new vocabulary in discussion of the story.

About This Book

■■Understand

Grade 1

Grade 1

the purpose of various graphics, such as
GENRE FOCUS In this realistic fiction story, the people, community, and events could all occur in real life. The way in
photographs, labels, and a world
© 2018map.
which
by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth,
main character, Stella, solves the story problem
NH:the
Heinemann.
1 is improbable but children may relate to her actions.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS This story uses descriptive text with figurative language, and cartoon illustrations, to
show how an abandoned bus changes a community. The bus becomes a special place, is taken to a junkyard to be
destroyed, and provides a message of community when the protagonist saves it in an unlikely way.

About This Book

IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS

■■The story has ink-and-watercolor illustrations in a comic book style. Some pages have full-page illustrations, while
GENRE FOCUS This nonfiction, expository text is about the characteristics of neighbors and communities. Like
others have several small illustrations organized in comic-style panels
many expository texts, it has photographs instead of illustrations and is organized by subtopic.
■■Figurative language (“as sad as a whale on a beach,” “Stella, the color of moonlight”)
HOW THE BOOK WORKS Each double-page spread begins with a large heading or phrase that summarizes the
■Tier 2 vocabulary (e.g., abandoned, donation, regulation, fluttered, twittering)
main idea of the spread. A paragraph of text on each spread explains this idea in more detail. The lesson is ■
covered
in
two days to allow children time to absorb the complex content.
■■Themes reflecting everyday life (being part of a community, caring for your world)

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
6/8/2017 5:11:50 PM
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An old bus is left on a city street where a girl named Stella lives. Stella leads her neighbors in creating a gathering
and ask questions when meaning is lost or
space in and around the bus. When the city threatens to destroy the bus, Stella’s quick thinking saves the day.
understanding is interrupted.

■■Notice

■■Tell

Vocabulary

■■Recognize

Goals

5. Teach specific minilessons on the important genre characteristics of the genre.

Front

Summary

Communication

Comprehension

Messages

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
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Community

• Blackout
• The Night Worker

text to their own lives by discussing their
experiences with sharing.

Inquiry

Writers choose an organizational
structure for a reason.

9 780325 098555

Text Set

■■Relate

■■Infer
■Use
Panya’s
and Adika’s
feelings,
new
Neighbors are people who care about and
vocabulary
in discussion of the story.
helpMama
each other.
Though
every intentions,
neighborhood
is special in ■its
own
way,
all
and motivations using text and pictures.
neighborhoods have certain things in common.
■■Use some academic language to talk about literary
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your children control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
■■Infer the message that sharing is important.
features (e.g., beginning, ending, problem, character,
Continuum for Grade 1 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:
solution, main character).

3. Study. After you have read several examples, have children analyze characteristics that are common
to the texts, and list the characteristics on chart paper.

There are many
different ways
to organize
information in a
nonfiction book.

A Bus Called Heaven
1

Fiction/Realistic

Community
• Be My Neighbor
• A Bus Called Heaven
• Blackout
• The Night Worker
• Mama Panya’s Pancakes

experiences with group projects.
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your children control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
■■Make connections with other books about community.
Continuum for Grade 1 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Steps in a Genre Study

1. Collect a set of mentor texts in the genre to read aloud.

How do writers
of nonfiction books
make information fun and
interesting to read about?

Goals

• Mama
Panya’s
Pancakes
simple problems
that
occur in
everyday life,
such as not having enough money.

4. Define. Use the list of characteristics to create a short working definition of the genre.

You can use what
you know about
a topic when
trying to answer
a question.

ISBN 978-0-325-09855-5
90000 >

Book
Grade

Author/
Illustrator Bob Graham
Genre
Text Set

Think about the reading behaviors
• Be My Neighbor
and understandings your children control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
• A Bus Called
Heaven
Continuum for Grade 1 Interactive
Read-Aloud
and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:
■■Understand

2. Immerse students in several clear examples of the genre. As you read aloud, encourage children to
think about, talk about, and identify common characteristics.

Engage children by keeping this essential question and these big ideas in mind as you read and talk about
the texts in this set. Be sure to use language appropriate for the grade level. This question can also be
explored through a variety of inquiry projects, including the suggested projects on the next page.

Increase the impact of your literacy instruction by implementing
all of the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ instructional contexts
to create a complete, comprehensive, and coherent system of
literacy education.

Maya Ajmera and John D. Ivanko
Nonfiction/Expository

Inquiry

Summary

Genre study gives students the tools they need to navigate a variety of texts with deep understanding.
There are six broad steps in a genre
study—the first four take place during interactive read-aloud, while
6/8/2017 4:54:48 PM
the explicit teaching in Step 5 takes place during minilessons.

What kinds of questions do the authors of these books pose?

■■

Essential Question and Big Ideas

Authors

Photographers Various

Genre

■Make connections
Photographs from around the world are■coupled
■■
with simplewith
other books
expository
community.
text about
to explain
and celebrate
Actively
participate in the give and take of conversation.
what
it means
to be a community of caring neighbors.
People in a community can work together to make their community better. With hard

Genre Study: Fiction and Nonfiction

2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
How are all of these books alike? How are they ©different?

■■

■■

Jack’s Garden and Plant Packages

Little Bear and the Three Campers and The Camping Trip

While reading the books in this text set, help children make connections across the set, and facilitate
ways of learning and finding out more about nonfiction books that use a question and answer structure.

• Be My Neighbor

• Chart paper and marker
• Large poster boards, old magazines, local
newspapers, scissors, and glue sticks
• Paper and drawing materials

Nonfiction: Questions and Answers

Access to Online Resources

Messages

Interactive Read-Aloud

How does your own experience in your community help you to understand these characters
and situations?

■■

Best Foot Forward

Genre Study

Interactive Read-Aloud

What do you think the authors of these books want you to think about?

■■

Animals Black and White

Collection Guide

OURCES IN THE INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD COLLECTION

Interactive Read-Aloud

What did you notice about the setting in each of these books?

■■

Interactive Read-Aloud

Guidance for assessing children’s learning
A list of resources for learning more about Interactive Read-Aloud

You Will Need

Exploring Fiction and Nonfiction

While reading the books in this text set, help children make connections across the set, and facilitate
ways of learning and finding out more about the community they live in.

Ideas, effective instructional practices, and language for putting the
Interactive Read-Aloud Collection into action in your classroom

Summary
Mama Panya and her son Adika go shopping for ingredients to make pancakes. On the way, Adika invites all their
friends to eat with them. Mama worries about feeding them all, but the guests surprise her with their generosity.
• A Bus Called Heaven
• Chart paper and marker
• Paper and drawing materials
• Pencils, watercolor paints, and paper
Bookto share, even
Be My
Neighbor
It is important
when
you have little to give. People in a community share with and help each other.
There is always
more.
Grade room for one
1

You Will Need
Living and Working Together: Community Grade 1

A walkthrough of the instructional design of the cards that accompany each text set and the lesson folders that accompany each
book

Mama Panya’s Pancakes
1
Mary and Rich Chamberlin
Fiction/Realistic
Community
• Be My Neighbor
• A Bus Called Heaven
• Blackout
• The Night Worker
• Mama Panya’s Pancakes

IRA

Thinking Across Books

IRA

IRA

Nonfiction: Questions and Answers

Book
Grade
Authors

Illustrator Julia Cairns
Genre
Text Set

Interactive Read-Aloud

CLASSROOM

A list of Interactive Read-Aloud books, organized into text sets for
each month of the school year

You Will Need
• Mama Panya’s Pancakes

• World map
• Drawing materials
• Color markers
• Photocopies of the recipe on page 37

IRA

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Interactive Read-Aloud Collection
e provides detailed information about the Interactive Read-Aloud
ection to support the implementation of this instructional context in
classroom:

6/8/2017 4:29:10 PM

IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■■The

text is organized by subtopic. A large heading, or part of a continuing sentence, on each spread highlights the
main idea of that spread

■■Each

spread has about 3-6 photographs taken in various countries around the world. Each country
© 2018
by Irene in
C. the
Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
is labeled
photograph and highlighted on a world map on the final page

■■The

Text Set cards, including Inquiry
Overview cards, Author and
Illustrator Study cards, and Genre
Study cards

Interactive Read-Aloud Books,
organized into text sets

1

book’s introduction features “Words of Wisdom” from Fred Rogers of Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood

■■Several

Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ Interactive
Read-Aloud Collection
Guide

content words related to communities (monument, climate, worship, etc.)

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

1

Interactive Read-Aloud Lessons
Additional materials available in Online
Resources

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD — See pages 57, 58, and 61

PHONICS, SPELLING, AND WORD STUDY SYSTEM (K–6)
Brief lessons for whole-group instruction that help children attend to, learn about, and efficiently use

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fountas & Pinnell

The

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS (continued)
BEHAVIOR

Poetry

K
L

E

M

1
L

E

E

M

4
L

E

M

5
L

E

M

6

7

8

PreK
E

20 Hear and identify short vowel

M

K
L

E

1

M

L

E

M

2
L

E

3

M

L

E

4

M

L

E

M

5
L

E

M

6–8
L

6

7

8

••••

In some words, the letter a represents the
sound heard at the beginning of apple or the
middle of can.

sounds in words and the letters
that represent them.

Some consonants or consonant clusters
letters that represent two or more stand for two or more different sounds at the
end of a word.
different sounds at the end of
a word: clinic, spice; hug, cage;
rich, stomach; bath, smooth.

•••••••••••••••

••••••••••••

In some words, the letter i represents the
sound heard at the beginning of in or the
middle of sit.
In some words, the letter o represents the
sound heard at the beginning of on or the
middle of hot.

••••••••••

The sound of the vowel is short.

•••••

Some words have a long a vowel sound as in
lake and paint.

sounds in words and the letters
that represent them.

Some words have a long e vowel sound as in
eat and tree.
Some words have a long i vowel sound as in
ice and right.
Some words have a long o vowel sound as in
go and oak.

Fountas&Pinnell

Some words have a long u vowel sound as in
use and true.
24 Recognize and use long vowel

•••••

GRADE

Some words end in an e that is silent, and
the other vowel usually has a long sound
(sounds like its name).

sounds in words with silent e
(CVCe): e.g., late, Pete, pine,
robe, cube.

••••••••••••••

GRADE

Some consonant sounds are represented by
fact that some consonant sounds several different letters or letter clusters.
can be represented by several
different letters or letter clusters:
e.g., kayak, picnic, truck, stomach,
antique; thief, stiff, cough, graph.

••••

Some words have one vowel between two
consonants.

GRADES

PreK–8

Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study Guide

The sound of the vowel is short.

23 Hear and identify long vowel

•••••••••

Some words have consonant letters that are
silent.

••••

Some words have one vowel at the
beginning.

sounds at the beginning of
words: e.g., at, every, into, onto,
up.
22 Recognize and use short vowel

••••••••

Consonant digraphs stand for one sound
that is different from the sound of either of
the consonant letters.

The

In some words, the letter u represents the
sound heard at the beginning of up or the
middle of run.
21 Recognize and use short vowel

sounds in the middle of words
(CVC): e.g., hat, bed, wind, stop,
run.

Some words end with a consonant cluster.
clusters (blends) at the end of a
Each sound can be heard in a consonant
word: ct, ft, ld, lf, lp, lt, mp, nd, nk, cluster at the end of a word.
nt, pt, sk, sp, st.

letters that represent no
sound: lamb, scene, sign, rhyme,
know, calm, island, listen, wrap.

GRADE LEVEL

INSTRUCTIONAL
LANGUAGE

BEHAVIOR

6–8
L

14 Recognize and use consonant

16 Recognize and use less frequent

7

3
L

In some words, the letter e represents the
sound heard at the beginning of egg or the
middle of get.

15 Recognize and use consonant

11

M

Vowels (continued)

Some consonants or consonant clusters
letters that represent two or more stand for two or more different sounds in the
middle of a word.
different sounds in the middle
of a word: cyclone, nicest; bugle,
magic; inches, school, machine;
mouthwash, feather.

1

E

•••••••••

18 Understand and talk about the

25 Contrast short and long vowel

•••••

A vowel can represent a sound that is
different from its name. It is a short vowel
sound.

sounds in words: e.g., at/ate,
pet/Pete, bit/bite, hop/hope, cut/
cute.

A vowel can represent a sound like its name.
It is a long vowel sound.

Vowels
19 Understand and talk about the

A Teaching Resource for Phonemic
Awareness, Phonics, and Fluency
FPL_2062_F_RainSun_SR_FPDF.indd 11

Fountas & Pinnell Phonics,
Spelling, and Word Study Lessons

2
L

13 Recognize and use consonant

consonant digraphs at the
beginning or end of a word: gh,
ph (e.g., rough, phone, telegraph).

FPL_2176_F_PigsWolf_SR_FPDF.indd 7

M

•••••••••••••••

17 Recognize and use consonant

1

M

Sometimes double consonant letters stand
for one consonant sound in the middle of
a word.

Some consonants or consonant clusters
stand for two or more different sounds at the
beginning of a word.

letters that represent two or
more different sounds at the
beginning of a word: car, city;
get, gym; think, they; chair,
chorus, choir, chef.

Sing a Song of

PreK
E

consonant sounds sometimes
represented by double
consonant letters: rubber,
according, puddle, coffee, bigger,
collect, swimmer, announce,
dropped, arrive, lesson, attic,
buzzing.
12 Recognize and use consonant

Phonics, Spelling, and
Word Study Lessons

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS (continued)

GRADE LEVEL

INSTRUCTIONAL
LANGUAGE

Consonants (continued)
11 Recognize and use middle

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS

sounds, letters, and words. Grades 5 and 6 in development.

fact that some letters represent
vowel sounds.

12/19/16 3:55 PM

•••

Some letters are vowels.
Every word has at least one vowel sound.
A, e, i, o, and u are vowels (and sometimes y).

10/24/16 3:00 PM

28

The Fountas & Pinnell Comprehensive Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide

29

Letter-Sound Relationships

The Fountas & Pinnell Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide

Sing a Song of Poetry
10

CLUSTER POSTER-6-14-16.indd 1
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: Recognize

and Use

the Prefix

Word Structure
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Refer to:
page 67, row 75

Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Lessons, Grade 1

black

Fountas & Pinnell Phonics,

scan

smell

Spelling, and Word Study

flame

Lessons, Grade 1

may be photocopied.

clock

LSR 9 Lotto Game Board,
e

LSR 8 Game Cards, c

skim

This page
NH: Heinemann.
Pinnell. Portsmouth,
and Gay Su

c

may be photocopied.

may be photocopied.

spike
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EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE
Add the prefix re- to the
beginning of a word root or
base word to mean “again.”
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Mama Panya’s Pancakes

Interactive Read-Aloud

Be My Neighbor

IRA

pand students’ thinking across the year with
oks that spark discussion and inquiry

1

Interactive Read-Aloud

GRADE

teractive Read-Aloud Collection Guide

IRA

Living and Working Together: Community

e Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

LSR 8 Game Cards, a

SHARED READING (PreK–3)
A whole-class or small-group activity in which children join you in reading a large-print book or chart aloud,
giving them the opportunity to engage in reading texts they would not be able to read independently.

untas & Pinnell Classroom™ Shared Reading Collection Guide
s detailed information about the grade 1 Shared Reading Collection to
the implementation of this instructional context in your classroom:

list of Shared Reading books in a recommended sequence based on
ook series, genre, and/or connecting topics

Summary
Calvin takes his dog Boomer to the vet. During the exam, Calvin comforts Boomer by comparing Boomer’s exam to his
own. Boomer seems uncomfortable throughout the exam, but he finally wags his tail in happiness when the doctor
removes a thorn from his paw.

Fountas & Pinnell

CLASSROOM

Messages
Doctors and vets help people and animals stay healthy. People and animals are alike in some ways. Children and animals
can help each other understand the world better.
Book

• In My Bag
• a pointer
• word magnets
• chart paper and marker

Genre

Author

In My Bag
Amy Frank

Goals

Illustrator Jamie Tablason
Fiction/Realistic

Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your children control. Select goals that will develop their
abilities to think like readers as they process a text. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum (see the Shared
and Performance Reading section and also pertinent levels in the Guided Reading section).

Early Literacy Behaviors

Summary

■■
Read

left to right, with
return sweep.

Nina is collecting rocks. She finds a big rock, a little rock, a striped rock, a bumpy rock, a flat
rock, and a round rock and puts them all into her bag. She finds what she thinks is a spotted
rock, but she’s surprised to discover it is actually a turtle.

Collection Guide

■■
Use

■■
Use

repeating language patterns
to search for and use information.

Things are not always what they seem. Sometimes there is more to an adventure than what you expect.

65 Shared Reading Small Books (6 copies of each title)

■■
Remember and

use repeating
phrases with intonation.

Goals

65 Shared Reading Lesson Folders

Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your children control. Select goals that will develop their
abilities to think like readers as they process a text. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum (see the Shared
and Performance Reading section and also pertinent levels in the Guided Reading section).

Access to Online Resources

Early Literacy Behaviors
■■
Recognize and use features of print.

Comprehension: Talking and
Writing About Reading

■■
Understand the

■■
Use

meaning of words
that are in one’s own oral
vocabulary (striped, spotted,
bumpy).

■■
Connect

letters and letter clusters
to known words.

Searching, Monitoring,
Correcting Behaviors

memory of repeating
language patterns to monitor
accuracy.

for and use information
from pictures.

■■
Use two

or more sources of
information to self-monitor and
self-correct.

Phonological Awareness/
Phonics/Word Study

in a way that shows
attention to meaning.

■■
Talk

■■
Recognize

some simple
plurals (eyes, ears) and simple
contractions (don’t).

repeating phrases with
intonation.

academic language to talk
about a text (cover, genre, author,
illustrator).

IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS TO NOTICE

new vocabulary from text in
writing.

■■
Simple

narrative with repeating elements

■■
Story within

■■
Infer the

■■
Dialogue

shown in two ways: in text and in speech bubbles

■■
Realistic

photographs that provide rich contextual support

a sequence of events
from a text.

■■
Graphic

reason for Nina’s actions
and feelings.

and read high-frequency
words in continuous text (saw,
put, little, big).

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Summary
If you know the shape and sound of each letter, it will help you read and write.

Messages
We use the letters of the alphabet to write words. Things have names that begin with different letters of the alphabet. The
alphabet has a special order for its twenty-six letters.

1

Early Literacy Behaviors
■■
Connect

letters in a text to names or
known words.

■■
With support, use features of print to

search for and use visual information:
letters, words.

Searching, Monitoring,
Correcting Behaviors

narrative with straightforward repetitive structure

■■
Natural

ending that is easy to grasp

■■
Use

repeating language patterns to
search for and use information.

setting and actions

■■
Search

for and use information from
pictures.

language close to oral language
may be new but are easy to understand (striped, spotted, bumpy)

■■
Link

■■
Many high-frequency words

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Nonfiction

5/2/17
8:07 PM and understandings your children control. Select goals that will develop their abilities
Think about the reading
behaviors
to think like readers as they process a text. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum (see the Shared and
Performance Reading section and also pertinent levels in the Guided Reading section).

IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS TO NOTICE

■■
A few interesting words that

Monster ABCs
Finnoula Louise

Illustrator Nathan Jarvis
Genre

Goals
FPC_SR_Lesson_2041_G1_Checkup.indd 3

About This Book

■■
Humorous

Book
Author

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
to download online resources to support
this lesson, including:
• Letter Minibooks
• masking card

a story

element (vet’s chart) that guides readers through a predictable sequence of events

GENRE FOCUS In this realistic fiction story, a girl named Nina collects some rocks. The story takes place in a
realistic setting and the main character does things that real kids do all the time.

■■
Realistic

You Will Need
• Monster ABCs
• a pointer
• Alphabet Linking Chart
• highlighter tape
• sticky notes
• chart paper and marker

GENRE FOCUS This narrative nonfiction text tells a real-life story of a boy taking his dog to the vet for a
checkup. It reads like a story, but the photographs and text features suggest that it is nonfiction.

HOW THE BOOK WORKS This book uses a simple repetitive structure and rich illustrations that support
readers as they figure out the new adjective used to describe each rock.

■■
Simple

connections between
the ideas in the text and
one’s own life experiences.

■■
Locate

■■
Read

ISBN 978-0-325-09848-7
90000 >

a sequence of events
from the text in shared writing.

■■
Hear and

■■
Stress words

9 780325 098487

important idea
from reading the text.

■■
Represent
■■
Make

HOW THE BOOK WORKS Each pair of pages describes one step in Boomer’s exam, which Calvin compares to
his own visit to the doctor. A vet’s chart marks the stages in the exam and allows readers to make predictions
about what will happen next.

■■
Represent

blend two or three
phonemes in a word (striped,
spotted).

about what is interesting in
a photograph in nonfiction text.

■■
Infer an

About This Book

■■
Use

■■
Use

■■
Search

Fluent Reading

ncrease the impact of your literacy instruction by implementing
l of the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ instructional contexts
o create a complete, comprehensive, and coherent system of
teracy education.

u n t asan d pinnell.com

Vocabulary and Language
Development

Comprehension: Talking and
Writing About Reading

syntax and repeating pattern
to anticipate the text: e.g., next
word, next phrases, or sentences.

Phonological Awareness/
Phonics/Word Study

Shared Reading

Fluent Reading

■■
Use

■■
Use

Searching, Monitoring,
Correcting Behaviors

Messages

65 Shared Reading Big Books

Vocabulary and Language
Development
contextual information to
understand new words (frisky,
checkup, vet, wag, weighed).

features of print
to track words.

SR

RESOURCES IN THE SHARED READING COLLECTION

Shared Reading

You Will Need

Shared Reading

list of resources for learning more about Shared Reading

Aaron Mack
Nonfiction/
Narrative

SR

uidance for assessing children’s learning

Boomer’s Checkup

Author
Genre

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
to download online resources to support
this lesson, including:
• masking cards

walkthrough of the instructional design of the lesson folders that
ccompany each book

eas, effective instructional practices, and language for putting the
hared Reading Collection into action in your classroom

Book

• Boomer’s Checkup
• a pointer
• highlighter tape
• chart paper and marker

Shared Reading

GRADE

1

SR

You Will Need

ountas & Pinnell Classroom™

red Reading Collection Guide

a strong early reading foundation with books
engage and excite

Fluent Reading
■■
Begin to

read in phrased units.

■■
Stress words

(and letters) that are

bold.

Vocabulary and Language
Development
■■
Use

language syntax and
repeating language patterns to
anticipate the text.

■■
Understand

meanings of new
words after reading and
discussing them (eagle, iguana).

a letter with a sound.

Phonological Awareness/
Phonics/Word Study
■■
Hear,

say, and clap syllables.

■■
Hear and

divide onsets and rimes:
c/at, d/og.

Comprehension: Talking and
Writing About Reading
■■
Notice

how humor or an
interesting character make a text
fun to read.

■■
Think

about the structure of a text
and compose an innovation, using
interactive writing.

1

About This Book
FPC_SR_Lesson_2092_G1_InMyBag.indd 3

5/17/17 11:43 AM

GENRE FOCUS This ABC book presents a letter of the alphabet on each page, along with pictures whose names begin
with that letter. One or two pictures are labeled, and the rest are not.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS On each page, the alphabet monster names one or two labeled objects that begin with the
featured letter. He asks the reader to name other objects on the page that begin with that letter.

Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ Shared
Reading Collection Guide

IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS TO NOTICE

Shared Reading Big Books
plus 6 copies of each as Small Books

Shared Reading Lessons

Also accessible as audiobooks available in Online Resources

Additional materials available in Online Resources

■■
Interactive

structure that engages children

■■
Humorous,

playful art that appeals to children

■■
Patterned

language structure used throughout

■■
Bold words

and labels that correspond to the featured letter

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
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RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR SHARED READING — See pages 57, 58, and 61

The Donut Song

COMPANION RESOURCES
WORDS THAT SING
Poetry Charts for Shared Reading
(PreK–2)

Oh, I ran around the corner,

I ran right in to the baker’s shop.

The littlest worm

(The littlest worm)

You ever saw

(You ever saw)

Got stuck inside

(Got stuck inside)

My soda straw.

(My soda straw.)

Five enormous dinosaurs,
Letting out a roar—

I grabbed me a donut,
Right out of the grease,

One went away, and
Then there were four.

And I handed the lady,

The littlest worm you ever saw got stuck inside my soda straw.

A five-cent piece.

He said to me,

(He said to me,)

She looked at the nickel,

“Don’t take a sip.

(“Don’t take a sip.)

Cause if you do,

(Cause if you do,)

You’ll get real sick.”

(You’ll get real sick.”)

Four enormous dinosaurs,
Crashing down a tree—
One went away, and
Then there were three.

And she looked at me.

Three enormous dinosaurs,
Eating tiger stew—
One went away, and
Then there were two.

She said, “This nickel,

He said to me, “Don’t take a sip. Cause if you do, you’ll get real sick.”

Expand your collection of texts for
shared reading and for making links to
Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study with
these enlarged charts to display on an
easel or wall. 50 poems and rhymes at
grade PreK; 100 per grade K–2.

Five Enormous
Dinosaurs

And I ran around the block

The Littlest Worm

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Illustration by George Doutsiopoulos

Is no good to me.
There’s a hole in the nickel,

Two enormous dinosaurs,

And it goes right through.”

Trying hard to run—
One went away, and
Then there was one.

Said I, “There’s a hole in the donut, too!
Thanks for the donut. Good-bye!”

One enormous dinosaur,
Afraid to be a hero—
He went away, and
Then there was zero.

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Illustration by David Clark

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Illustration by Eric Freeburg

Grade PreK / 978-0-325-10832-2 / $99.00
Grade K / 978-0-325-10833-9 / $199.00
Grade 1 / 978-0-325-10834-6 / $199.00
Grade 2 / 978-0-325-10835-3 / $199.00

Accompanying guide

captivating
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

CLASSROOM RESOURCES

17

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ System Resources
WHOLE-GROUP TEACHING

READING MINILESSONS (K–6)
Reading minilessons are brief, concise, purposeful lessons with a practical application in a specific area of
literacy. Each minilesson engages children in inquiry that leads to the discovery and understanding of a
general principle. These powerful minilessons provide an explicit connection between all other instructional
contexts, and children’s own independent work.

Four types of minilessons
organized under broader
“Umbrella” concepts:
Management
Literary Analysis
Strategies & Skills
Writing About Reading

THE READING MINILESSONS BOOK
Grade K / 978-0-325-09861-6 / $99.00
Grade 1 / 978-0-325-09862-3 / $99.00
Grade 2 / 978-0-325-09863-0 / $99.00

New!

Grade 4 / 978-0-325-09865-4 / $99.00
Grade 5 / 978-0-325-09866-1 / $99.00
Grade 6 / 978-0-325-09867-8 / $99.00

Grade 3 / 978-0-325-09864-7 / $99.00

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR READING MINILESSONS — See pages 57, 58, and 61
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SMALL-GROUP TEACHING

GUIDED READING (K–6)
A small group of children read a challenging text at their instructional reading level as you teach,
prompt, or reinforce effective reading behaviors, providing children an opportunity to apply what
they have learned how to do as readers.
One Dark Night

Level

C

• One Dark Night, Level C
• pocket chart

Author

Pat McCann

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
to download online resources to support
this lesson, including:
• Pictures: bat, cat, clock, hat, fan, lock,
pan, sock, van
• Recording Form

Genre

Illustrator Mike Blake

Guided Reading

GRADE

1

Book

GR

You Will Need

Fiction/Realistic

Goals
Think about the readers and the behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level C in
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum. Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following
may be appropriate.

Reading

■■
Begin to

read in phrased units.

■■
Search

■■
Understand

■■
Begin to

■■
Describe

for information in text and
illustrations.
read without finger
pointing.

Fountas & Pinnell

■■
Use

information in pictures and a
first letter to predict a word.

CLASSROOM

directional
prepositions (up, into).
a story setting.

■■
Infer a

character’s feelings based
on pictures.

Phonics/Letter
and Word Work
■■
Use

pictures to sort rhyming
words.

Writing About Reading
■■
Remember details

from

illustrations.

Analysis of Book Characteristics

One Dark Night, Level C

How The Book Works This book is fiction, with alternating pages of print and illustrations until the last page, which
has speech bubbles. The repeated phrase “the dark, dark” creates suspense and mystery. A young man walks alone
through a dark urban area until he reaches home—and a surprise birthday party.

Genre/Form

Sentence Complexity

■■
Fiction

Guided Reading

■■
Short

■■
Realistic

sentences with subject
and predicate

■■
Very simple

narrative with
beginning, middle, several
episodes, and end

Content
■■
Familiar,

sentences, seven words

■■
Simple

Text Structure

Collection Guide

easy content

■■
Content

directly and explicitly
supported by picture information

Themes and Ideas
■■
Idea

close to children’s
experience (Things are not
always as scary as they seem.)

Language and Literary
Features
■■
Repeating

language pattern (Jack
went ___ a/the dark, dark ___.)

■■
Familiar setting

close to children’s

Vocabulary
■■
All words that

are in common oral
vocabulary for young children
(went, down, trees, hill, house,
stairs)

■■
Concept words

illustrated by

pictures

Words
■■
One-

and two-syllable words fully
supported by the pictures (dark,
street, birthday)

■■
Repeated

use of a few highfrequency words (down, by,
up, into, in)

Illustrations
■■
Illustrations that

match print very

closely
■■
Illustrations

on every page or
page spread

■■
Very simple

illustrations with little
distracting detail

■■
Consistent

layout of illustrations
and print until the last page

Book and Print Features
■■
Print

in large, plain font

■■
Exaggerated

space between

words
■■
Print

clearly separated from
pictures, except for speech bubble
on last page

■■
Periods,

commas, and
exclamation marks

■■
Many words with

easy, predictable
letter-sound relationships (went,
hill)

experience

1

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

FPC_GR_Lesson_0163_OneDarkNight.indd 3

Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ Guided
Reading Collection Guide

5/5/17 11:22 AM

Guided Reading Lessons
Additional materials available in Online
Resources

Guided Reading Books, 6 copies of each title

Includes a one-year trial to the
Online Data Management System

Take paperless assessments on your iPad™.

App available at Apple iTunes™ Store or at heinemann.com

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR GUIDED READING — See pages 58 and 60–63

BOOK CLUBS (K–6)
A small-group activity in which children choose a book to read from a limited set of
titles and then come together for a discussion that expands their thinking about texts.
About This Book
Genre Focus This animal fantasy story features animal characters who look, talk, and
behave like human characters with familiar problems that children will relate to.

How the Book Works The events of the story take place over three days, in clear,
chronological order with strong picture support. There is a clearly stated problem, but
readers have to infer some information from text and pictures.

GRADE

1

Important Text Characteristics
■ This story has a simple plot with a clearly stated problem and a satisfying resolution.
■ Familiar themes reflecting everyday life (self, family relationships), and ideas close to

children’s experience (expressing feelings, helping your family)
■ Familiar setting (library) close to children’s experience
■ Fun, humorous illustrations that enhance the meaning of the text

Discuss the Text
Invite children to talk about the book with each other, and build on each
other’s ideas. Have them provide evidence for their thinking. Some questions
or prompts that support thinking and talking are suggested below.

Fountas & Pinnell

CLASSROOM

Refer to Prompting
Guide, Part 2, as
needed.

Thinking Within the Text
■ Let’s look at the first page. What can you tell about the main character, Beatrice?
■ Henry seemed very patient with Beatrice. What did you think about Henry? Can

anyone take us to a place in the book that shows or tells what Henry is like?

Book Clubs

Thinking Beyond the Text
■ Have you ever been in a situation like this that helps you understand the

characters better? Can you share your experience?
■ It seemed like Beatrice would never enjoy the library, no matter what Henry

Collection Guide

did. Why do you think her feelings about the library changed?

Thinking About the Text
■ The illustration on the cover of this book, and the title, Beatrice Doesn’t Want

To, really made me want to read the story. What did you think this story
would be about when you saw the cover and the title?
■ The illustrations in this book are very funny. What did you learn from the

illustrations? Who can take us to an illustration that they thought was
especially funny or interesting?

Writing About Reading

After children discuss the story, you may want to engage them in sharing
their thinking about the book through drawing or writing in the Reader’s
Notebook.

Summarize and Evaluate

Encourage children to make summary comments and briefly evaluate what
went well in the group. Have them set goals for improving the next book
club discussion.

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Book Club Discussion Cards and
Inquiry Overview Cards

FPC Collection Guide Cover
Book Clubs, Grade 1

Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ Book Clubs
Collection Guide

Book Club Books organized into text sets with 6 copies of each title

Additional materials available in
Online Resources

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR BOOK CLUBS — See pages 57, 58, and 61
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Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ System Resources
INDEPENDENT AND PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

INDEPENDENT READING (K–6)
Children read texts of their choice independently, allowing them to enjoy books, practice the reading
process, and share their thinking about the books they are reading.
Conferring Prompts

GRADE

1

IR

Have a brief conversation to check in on the child’s enjoyment and understanding of
the book, and to answer any questions. Some of the following prompts may be helpful
depending on where the child is in reading the book. Sample and support the child’s oral
reading and discuss writing in the Reader’s Notebook if appropriate.

Independent Reading

Book Choice and Engagement
■■Why did you
■■How

Fountas & Pinnell

CLASSROOM

chose this book? Show a page that you really liked.

is this book is like other animal books you have read? How is it different?

Thinking Within the Text

Title

Monkey Colors

■■Talk

Grade

1

■■Which

Author

Darrin Lunde

Thinking Beyond the Text

Illustrator

Patricia J. Wynne

Genre

Nonfiction/Expository

Message(s) Members of a species share defining

about what you learned about monkeys from this book.
monkeys change color when they get old?

■■How

did your thinking about monkeys change as you read this book? Show pages
that helped your new thinking.

■■Talk

about what’s the same about all the monkeys in this book.

Thinking About the Text

characteristics but also have differences.
An animal’s coloring can help it survive or ■■The author, Darrin Lunde, is a scientist who studies animals. Does knowing that
help you trust the information in the book? Talk about that.
interact with other animals.
■■How do you think the author feels about monkeys? How do you know?

Independent Reading

Book Talk

Writing About Reading Prompts

Summary

Thinking Beyond the Text

There are so many kinds of monkeys! Did you know that monkeys can be many differentYou may want to select from the following prompts to engage children in sharing their
colors? Some monkeys are named after their color, like the red howler monkey. Others thinking about the book through drawing or writing in the Reader’s Notebook.
are born one color and change color when they get older. Some monkeys are one color
Thinking Within the Text
if they are girls, and another color if they are boys. If you like reading and learning about■■
Draw your favorite monkey. Be sure to use the right colors! Then write the monkey’s
animals, especially monkeys, you’ll like this book.
name and some facts about it.

Collection Guide

■■Choose two monkeys. Write how they are the same and how they are different.
Although monkeys share defining characteristics, they are different in many ways.
This book shows the variety of coloring seen in monkeys. The facts in this book start Thinking About the Text
out simple (“Some monkeys are yellow, and some are red”) and become increasingly ■■
Write a note to your teacher. Tell what makes this a good book.
complex (“This monkey has a blue and red nose, and this monkey has pink lips”; “Other
monkeys are gold if girls and black if boys”). In a somewhat surprising ending, the
opening illustration is shown again from a slightly different perspective, revealing that
it is a museum display. Back matter includes additional information about how the
If children liked this book,
monkeys’ colors help them survive and interact with others, as well as a world map
they might enjoy these
indicating where each monkey lives.
books featuring monkeys
found in the Independent
Focus on Book and Print Features
Reading library:
Because the text features of Monkey Colors are subtle, you might need to point

them out to children. For example, the small, handwritten label below each monkey
illustration looks like part of the picture. However, children will probably be able to
© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
distinguish between the main text and the back matter. Have them point out features
that help them understand the text, such as boldface text that highlights the animals’
names on pages 25–28, map labels and illustrations on pages 29–30, and the author’s
note on page 31.
© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

FPC Collection Guide Cover
Independent Reading, Grade 1

Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™Independent
Reading Collection Guide

Independent Reading Conferring Cards,
plus genre-based prompting cards
Additional materials available in Online
Resources

Independent Reading Books

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR INDEPENDENT READING — See pages 57, 58, and 61

REQUIRED CLASSROOM, STUDENT, AND PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES (AVAILABLE SEPARATELY)
Transformative professional learning underpins Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™—essential instructional tools,
practical professional books, motivational professional learning opportunities, and insightful assessment—for
high-impact literacy teaching.
GRADES
36

PreK–8

Guided Reading

Guided Reading Within a Multitext Approach

nested within a variety of instructional contexts with varying levels of support. In
this chapter, we explore the broader literacy-learning context in which guided reading resides. All play an essential role; they contribute in different ways to each student’s development as readers, writers, and language users. Let’s think together
about how you can vary the level of support depending on the demands of the text
and the level of control by readers at any point in time.

37

Five Instructional Contexts for Reading
In the reading and writing classroom, we recommend five kinds of reading opportunities using a variety of texts across genres. Four contexts are shown in Figure
2-2. We discuss the fifth kind of reading, book clubs, later in this chapter. Book
clubs include a variety of support levels for students to access the text.

Instructional Contexts for Reading

Four Levels of Support and
Five Kinds of Reading

The

Read-Aloud

Within the instructional design, we describe four levels of support for reading
within five instructional contexts. (see Figure 2-1).
You vary from high to low teacher support depending on the level of control
students demonstrate in relation to a text. This design fits with the “gradual release
of responsibility” model of teaching and learning (Pearson and Gallagher 1983). As
a teacher, you move from demonstration to sharing the task to turning it over to
the students. If the text is too difficult for most of the students to read for themselves, you read it to them (read aloud or have them listen to an audio recording).
If it is too difficult but within reach with strong support, you read it with them and
share the task (shared reading). If it is challenging, but within reach with some support or little or no support, they read it themselves (guided or independent reading). Independent reading has the support of a strong set of routines, book talks,
minilessons, teacher conferences, a rich classroom library, and group share as well
as a rich classroom library. You are always demonstrating something harder, but
students gradually take it on and engage successfully.

Fountas&Pinnell

Literacy

Continuum

Relationship Between Teacher Support
and Student Control in Reading

A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

High
Teacher
Support

High
Student
Control

Expanded E D I T I O N
Low
Student
Control
Interactive
Read- Aloud

Low
Teacher
Support
Shared
Reading

Guided
Reading

Independent
Reading

Shared Reading
Whole Class

Guided Reading
Small Group

Independent
Reading
Individual

Enlarged text/
illustrations (big book,
charts, computer
enlarged, or small
copies for each student)

Individual teacherselected book for each
child (the same for every
child)

Individual self-selected
book

All eyes on the same
text

Each reader in the group
has a copy of the same
text in hand

Reader has individual
copy

Text level is beyond
the level most or
some could read
independently

Text level beyond many
students’ instructional
level

Text at reader’s
instructional level

Teacher reads aloud
first time, with readers
joining on rereading

Students read aloud
softly or silently the
complete text or unified
part

Student reads silently
the complete text

The text is sometimes
new and may be one
that has been read
before

The text is new.
(Rereading of previously
read texts may also
happen before or after
the lesson with early
readers)

Text is new

Texts may be a variety
of genres and formats

Texts may be a variety
of genres and formats

The focus is on
constructing meaning
using language

The focus is on
constructing meaning
using language and
print

SECOND
EDITION

Text at reader’s
independent level
(though occasionally
may not be)

Teacher reads aloud,
occasionally pausing for
conversation

The text is usually new
but occasionally some,
or parts of some, are
reread

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Texts may be a variety
of genres and formats

Texts are a variety of
genres and formats

Guided
The focus is on
constructing meaning
using language and
print

The focus is on
constructing meaning
using language and
print

Figure 2- 2 Instructional Contexts for Reading

Book Clubs (Literature Discussion)
Figure 2- 1 The Relationship Between Teacher Support and Student
Control in Reading

The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum

Whole Class
One individual print
copy (though there are
a few large-print picture
books that children in
the class can read)
Students are listening
and can see illustrations

Reading

Responsive
Teaching
Across the
Grades

Guided Reading

Fountas & Pinnell Prompting Guides

Fountas
& Pinnell

Benchmark Assessment System
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800.225.5800

Fountas & Pinnell Reader’s Notebooks

heinemann.com

fountasandpinnell.com

Online Data Management System
Fountas & Pinnell Reading Record App

TURN VISION INTO ACTION
All of the instructional contexts of Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ fit together in a coherent way and
offer students multiple opportunities to access complex, age-appropriate, grade-appropriate texts,
and to engage in powerful whole-group, small-group, and independent learning.
Each instructional context plays an essential role that contributes in different but complementary
ways to every student’s development as a reader, writer, and language user.

WHOLE-GROUP

INTERACTIVE
READ-ALOUD

SHARED
READING

INDEPENDENT

PHONICS,
SPELLING, AND
WORD STUDY

READING
MINILESSONS

GUIDED
READING

BOOK
CLUBS

INDEPENDENT
READING

PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING
TOOLS

SMALL-GROUP

Take Action! Get an in-depth look
at cohesive literacy instruction.
Take a look inside Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™:
watch FPC in action and view comprehensive
samplers for every context, every grade.
Scan the code or visit: fp.pub/fpc

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

CLASSROOM RESOURCES
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GRADES

PreK–8

The

Fountas&Pinnell

Literacy

Continuum
A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching
Expanded E D I T I O N

THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL LITERACY CONTINUUM:
A TOOL FOR ASSESSMENT, PLANNING, AND TEACHING, PreK–8
Expanded Edition
This is the essential tool to guide your assessment, activate responsive
teaching, and support students on their language and literacy journey.
For more information see pages 2–3.
The Literacy Continuum [print] / 978-0-325-06078-1 / 2017 / $75.00
Study Guide available at fountasandpinnell.com

THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL LITERACY CONTINUUM
Expanded Digital Edition
The Digital Edition comes with convenient notes and highlighting tools to
help easily track observations of your students’ literacy behaviors.
The Literacy Continuum [digital] / 978-0-325-04255-8 / $65.00

SAVE MONEY AND BUNDLE
YOUR DIGITAL EDITION OF
THE LITERACY CONTINUUM
WITH THE PRINT VERSION!
It’s the best of both worlds: the
convenience of viewing The Literacy
Continuum on your tablet while
you’re on the go, and the benefit
of preserving it on your shelf for
handy referencing. This specially
priced bundle will save you $45 when
purchased together than if purchased
separately.
The Literacy Continuum Bundle (print +
digital) / 978-0-325-09242-3 / $95.00

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL-BASED SEMINAR
Learn how to connect assessment and instruction when planning lessons for individuals, small groups, and whole class
that help students to think within, beyond, and about texts.

LIVE WEBINAR
Understand how to use The Literacy Continuum and its systems of strategic actions for processing text, analyzing reading
behaviors, observing instructional moves, and discussing the characteristics of texts.
For details see pages 57, 59, and 62 or visit fountasandpinnell.com/professionaldevelopment
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800.225.5800

heinemann.com

fountasandpinnell.com

New!

New!

New!

Now includes Grades 3–8

CONTINUO DE LA
LECTOESCRITURA, GRADOS PREK–8

Now includes Grades 3–8

EXPANDED EDITION

TOTALMENTE EN ESPAÑOL

Instrumento para la evaluación, planificación y
enseñanza, Expanded Edition
These curricular resources provide a common vision
of what PreK–8, Spanish-speaking children need
to be able to do as competent readers, writers,
and language users by providing a framework for
planning, links from assessment to instruction, and
tools for evaluation.
Continuo de la lectoescritura (English) /
978-0-325-09218-8 / 2020 / $75.00
Continuo de la lectoescritura totalmente en español

This comprehensive tool combines the behaviors
and understandings from the Phonics continuum
in The Literacy Continuum with the specific times
of the school year (early, middle, or late in grades
PreK–8) appropriate for each one to be introduced
and under students’ control. Instructional language
and a multitude of specific examples appear
exclusively in this guide.

Teacher information in Spanish

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS (continued)

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS (continued)

GRADE LEVEL

INSTRUCTIONAL
LANGUAGE

BEHAVIOR

PreK
E

M

K
L

E

M

1
L

E

M

2
L

E

M

3
L

E

M

4
L

E

M

5
L

E

M

6

7

8

Consonants (continued)
11 Recognize and use middle

consonant sounds sometimes
represented by double
consonant letters: rubber,
according, puddle, coffee, bigger,
collect, swimmer, announce,
dropped, arrive, lesson, attic,
buzzing.
12 Recognize and use consonant

letters that represent two or
more different sounds at the
beginning of a word: car, city;
get, gym; think, they; chair,
chorus, choir, chef.

The

14 Recognize and use consonant

letters that represent no
sound: lamb, scene, sign, rhyme,
know, calm, island, listen, wrap.

M

K
L

E

M

1
L

E

M

2
L

In some words, the letter a represents the
sound heard at the beginning of apple or the
middle of can.

E

M

3
L

E

M

4
L

E

M

5
L

E

M

6–8
L

6

7

8

••••

In some words, the letter e represents the
sound heard at the beginning of egg or the
middle of get.
In some words, the letter i represents the
sound heard at the beginning of in or the
middle of sit.
In some words, the letter o represents the
sound heard at the beginning of on or the
middle of hot.

•••••••••••••••
Fountas&Pinnell

••••••••••••

In some words, the letter u represents the
sound heard at the beginning of up or the
middle of run.
21 Recognize and use short vowel

sounds at the beginning of
words: e.g., at, every, into, onto,
up.
22 Recognize and use short vowel

Some words have one vowel at the
beginning.

23 Hear and identify long vowel

••••••••

Some words end with a consonant cluster.

Consonant digraphs stand for one sound
that is different from the sound of either of
the consonant letters.

•••••••••

Some words have consonant letters that are
silent.

••••••••••

••••••••••••••

18 Understand and talk about the

Some consonant sounds are represented by
fact that some consonant sounds several different letters or letter clusters.
can be represented by several
different letters or letter clusters:
e.g., kayak, picnic, truck, stomach,
antique; thief, stiff, cough, graph.

sounds in words and the letters
that represent them.

••••

The sound of the vowel is short.
Some words have one vowel between two
consonants.

Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study Guide
sounds in the middle of words
(CVC): e.g., hat, bed, wind, stop,
run.

clusters (blends) at the end of a
Each sound can be heard in a consonant
word: ct, ft, ld, lf, lp, lt, mp, nd, nk, cluster at the end of a word.
nt, pt, sk, sp, st.
consonant digraphs at the
beginning or end of a word: gh,
ph (e.g., rough, phone, telegraph).

sounds in words and the letters
GRADES
that represent them.

•••••••••••••••

Some consonants or consonant clusters
letters that represent two or more stand for two or more different sounds in the
middle of a word.
different sounds in the middle
of a word: cyclone, nicest; bugle,
magic; inches, school, machine;
mouthwash, feather.

17 Recognize and use consonant

20 Hear and identify short vowel

PreK–8

Some consonants or consonant clusters
stand for two or more different sounds at the
beginning of a word.

Some consonants or consonant clusters
letters that represent two or more stand for two or more different sounds at the
end of a word.
different sounds at the end of
a word: clinic, spice; hug, cage;
rich, stomach; bath, smooth.

16 Recognize and use less frequent

PreK
E

Vowels (continued)

•••••••••

Sometimes double consonant letters stand
for one consonant sound in the middle of
a word.

13 Recognize and use consonant

15 Recognize and use consonant

GRADE LEVEL

INSTRUCTIONAL
LANGUAGE

BEHAVIOR

6–8
L

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS

THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL
COMPREHENSIVE PHONICS, SPELLING,
AND WORD STUDY GUIDE

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS

Teacher information in English

(Spanish) / 978-0-325-09219-5 / 2020 / $75.00.

••••

The sound of the vowel is short.
Some words have a long a vowel sound as in
lake and paint.

•••••

Some words have a long e vowel sound as in
eat and tree.
Some words have a long i vowel sound as in
ice and right.
Some words have a long o vowel sound as in
go and oak.
Some words have a long u vowel sound as in
use and true.

24 Recognize and use long vowel

sounds in words with silent e
(CVCe): e.g., late, Pete, pine,
robe, cube.

25 Contrast short and long vowel

sounds in words: e.g., at/ate,
pet/Pete, bit/bite, hop/hope, cut/
cute.

Some words end in an e that is silent, and
the other vowel usually has a long sound
(sounds like its name).
A vowel can represent a sound that is
different from its name. It is a short vowel
sound.

•••••

•••••

A vowel can represent a sound like its name.
It is a long vowel sound.

Vowels
19 Understand and talk about the

fact that some letters represent
vowel sounds.

28

Some letters are vowels.

•••

Every word has at least one vowel sound.
A, e, i, o, and u are vowels (and sometimes y).

The Fountas & Pinnell Comprehensive Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide

Letter-Sound Relationships
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Comprehensive Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide
/ 978-0-325-08939-3 / 2017 / $19.50

THE CONTINUUM OF LITERACY
LEARNING TEACHING LIBRARY
Professional Development DVD Collection,
Grades PreK–2 and Grades 3–8
These videos provide individuals, small groups,
and staff developers the opportunity to study and
observe student behaviors and the appropriate
teaching that supports students in increasing their
ability across the language arts curriculum.
Grades PreK–2 / 978-0-325-02812-5 / 2011 / 8 DVDs +
182 pp User Guide / $499.50
Grades 3–8 / 978-0-325-03737-0 / 2011 / 8 DVDs + 226 pp
User Guide / $499.50
Get both DVD Libraries for one low price /
978-0-325-03740-0 / PreK–2 and 3–8 Libraries / $899.00

purposeful
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™
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EXPLICIT, SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTION IN HOW LANGUAGE WORKS

Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System
Engage curiosity with systematic instruction in how oral and written language “works.” The Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study System is made up of explicit lessons for 5–10 minutes of whole-group instruction and 10–15
minutes of individual, partner, or small-group application.

HOW IT WORKS

EACH LESSON FOLLOWS A SIMPLE STRUCTURE
TEACH
Provide a concise lesson
based on a clear principle

APPLY

SHARE

Engage students in an active,
hands-on application activity

Meet with students for reinforcement
of the principle and assessment at
the end of the activity

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL-BASED SEMINAR
Discover activities to plan and implement Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System lessons and learn about the role
of assessment.

LIVE WEBINARS
Explore how to work with a continuum of learning about letters, sounds, and words within a literacy framework, and
how to plan and implement effective phonics, spelling, and word study lessons.
For details see pages 57, 58, and 60–62, or visit fountasandpinnell.com/professionaldevelopment

The Alphabet Song

Five Enormous
Dinosaurs

A – B – C – D – E – F – G,

Five enormous dinosaurs,
Letting out a roar—

H – I – J – K – L – M – N – O – P,

One went away, and

Q – R – S,

Then there were four.
Four enormous dinosaurs,

T – U – V,

COMPANION RESOURCES

Crashing down a tree—

W – X,

One went away, and

I ran right in to the baker’s shop.

Now I’ve said my ABCs.

I grabbed me a donut,

Eating tiger stew—
One went away, and
Two enormous dinosaurs,

GRADE

Contains picture cards,
letter cards, and word cards

K

Irene C. Fountas
Gay Su Pinnell

Heinemann
361 Hanover Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801-3912
www.heinemann.com
© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell
ISBN: 978-0-325-09899-9
Printed in the United States of America on acid-free paper
22 21 20 19 18 MP 1 2 3 4 5

Trying hard to run—

STUDENT SETS

Student Set

ISBN 978-0-325-09899-9
90000 >
9 780325 098999

One went away, and
Then there was one.
One enormous dinosaur,
Afraid to be a hero—
He went away, and
Then there was zero.

for Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study
System

WORDS THAT SING

Ready-to-use, sturdy
student materials that
can be used with each
lesson.

Poems and rhymes (50 at PreK and 100
per grade K–2) on enlarged charts that
can be displayed on an easel or wall.
For more information see page 17.

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

800.225.5800

heinemann.com

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Illustration by Eric Freeburg

Illustration by Sue Cornelison

Right out of the grease,
And I handed the lady,
A five-cent piece.
She looked at the nickel,
And she looked at me.
She said, “This nickel,
Is no good to me.
There’s a hole in the nickel,
And it goes right through.”
Said I, “There’s a hole in the donut, too!
Thanks for the donut. Good-bye!”
© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Illustration by David Clark

For ordering information
visit heinemann.com
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And I ran around the block

Then there were three.
Three enormous dinosaurs,

Then there were two.

Phonics, Spelling, and
Word Study Lessons

Oh, I ran around the corner,

Y and Z.

Tell me what you think of me.

Fountas & Pinnell

The Donut Song

fountasandpinnell.com

Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System
Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Lessons, Kindergarten

The true purpose and promise of phonics instruction is to expand, refine, and activate

red

yellow

One, two, three, four,blue
five.

orange

children's reading and writing power.

pecan •
peep
pedal

we’ve

they’ve

could have could’ve

pause

peach

peddle

paw

peanut

peek

pay

pear

peel

4

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. This page may be photocopied.

LSR 6 Alphabet Cards, a

pea •
pearl
peace

patty

Cc

Bb
bear

cat

• 157

3
pattern •
payment

you’ve

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. This page may be photocopied.

SMALL ALPHABET STRIP

2

GRADE

we have
they have

I’ve

GRADE

I have
you have

Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Lessons, Kindergarten

Phonics, Spelling, and Vocabulary

GRADE

GRADE

Word Study Lessons

GRADE

1

K

and Vocabulary

Six, seven, eight, nine, ten.

WMV 4 Pocket-Chart Cards (long)

Fountas & Pinnell

Phonics, Spelling, and
Word Study Lessons
Phonics, Spelling, Word Study Lessons
Phonics, Spelling, and
Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Lessons
Phonics, Spelling,
Word Study Lessons
Word Study Lessons and Vocabulary

WMV 7 Picture Cards, a

Ready Resources
Preprinted and pre
assembled materials to
cut prep time and make
more time for teaching.

Fountas & Pinnell

Fountas & Pinnell

© 2003 by Gay Su Pinnell and Irene C. Fountas from Phonics Lessons
Po r t s m o u t h , NH: Heinemann. This page may be photocopied for classroom use only.

The

The

WMV 1 Word Cards, a

Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Lessons, Kindergarten

Fountas & Pinnell

Fountas & Pinnell

Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Lessons, Kindergarten

The

The

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. This page may be photocopied.

Dd

Ff

dog

fish

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. This page may be photocopied.

Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Lessons
100 concise lessons that address the nine areas of learning
for letters, sounds, and words.

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS (continued)
GRADE LEVEL

INSTRUCTIONAL
LANGUAGE

BEHAVIOR

PreK
E

M

K
L

E

M

1
L

E

M

2
L

E

M

3
L

E

M

4
L

E

M

5
L

E

M

6

7

consonant sounds sometimes
represented by double
consonant letters: rubber,
according, puddle, coffee, bigger,
collect, swimmer, announce,
dropped, arrive, lesson, attic,
buzzing.
letters that represent two or
more different sounds at the
beginning of a word: car, city;
get, gym; think, they; chair,
chorus, choir, chef.

8

K
L

E

1

M

L

E

M

2
L

E

M

3
L

E

M

4
L

E

M

5
L

E

M

6–8
L

6

22 Recognize and use short vowel

23 Hear and identify long vowel

••••••••
The
Fountas&Pinnell

sounds in words and the letters
that represent them.

UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE

The concept that many English words contain more than one
meaning-bearing part is essential for English language learners
to understand. To illustrate this concept, you may find it helpful to
have students work in a small group to put together and break
apart word cards containing base words and the prefix re-. Be
sure that students know the meanings of the base words used in
the lesson and on the game board.

Many English words can be divided into parts: base words, word
roots, and affixes. A base word is a word in its simplest form (e.g.,
home, meat), which can stand alone. A word root is a word part,
usually from another language such as Greek or Latin, that carries
the essential meaning of the word but that cannot stand alone
(e.g., gen, ject, prim). Affixes are groups of letters added to a base
word or a word root to change its function or meaning. Affixes
added to the beginning of base words or word roots are called
prefixes. A prefix adds to or changes the meaning of a base word
or word root. A prefix may have more than one meaning.
Understanding how prefixes contribute to meaning helps
students solve more complex words and expand their vocabulary
with greater efficiency.

Word Structure: Recognize and Use the Prefix re-, Meaning “again”

007135_Fountas_0210_WS21_TXT_APP.indd 1

In some words, the letter u represents the
sound heard at the beginning of up or the
middle of run.

WORD STRUCTURE 21
EARLY MIDDLE LATE

YOU WILL NEED
Ready Resources
ffWS 21

Pocket-Chart Cards

ffBlank Pocket-Chart Cards

Online Resources
ffWS 21
ffWS 21

Boards

Action Tags
Follow the Path Game

Other Materials
ffpocket chart
ffdie
ffgame markers

Generative Lesson
A generative lesson has a simple
structure that you can use to
present similar content or
concepts. Use this lesson
structure to teach students to
recognize a variety of words with
the prefix re-.

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE
Add the prefix re- to the
beginning of a word root or
base word to mean “again.”
UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE
Many English words can be divided into parts: base words, word
Comprehensive
roots, and affixes.
A base
word is a word in its simplest form (e.g.,
Phonics,
Spelling,
Word
Study
home, meat),and
which
can
stand alone. A word root is a word part,
usually fromGuide
another language such as Greek or Latin, that carries
to: of the word but that cannot stand alone
the essentialRefer
meaning
page 67, row 75
(e.g., gen, ject, prim). Affixes are groups of letters added to a base
word or a word root to change its function or meaning. Affixes
added to the beginning of base words or word roots are called
prefixes. A prefix adds to or changes the meaning of a base word
or word root. A1prefix may have more than one meaning.
Understanding how prefixes contribute to meaning helps
students solve more complex words and expand their vocabulary
with greater efficiency.

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE
Add the prefix re- to the
beginning of a word root or
base word to mean “again.”
Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study
Guide
Refer to:
page 67, row 75
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••••

Some words have one vowel at the
beginning.
The sound of the vowel is short.

••••

Some words have one vowel between two
consonants.
The sound of the vowel is short.
Some words have a long a vowel sound as in
lake and paint.

•••••

Some words have a long e vowel sound as in
eat and tree.

Some words have a long o vowel sound as in
go and oak.

Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study Guide

Some words have a long u vowel sound as in
use and true.

••••••••••

Some words have consonant letters that are
silent.

24 Recognize and use long vowel

sounds in words with silent e
(CVCe): e.g., late, Pete, pine,
robe, cube.

••••••••••••••

25 Contrast short and long vowel

sounds in words: e.g., at/ate,
pet/Pete, bit/bite, hop/hope, cut/
cute.

Vowels

•••••

Some words end in an e that is silent, and
the other vowel usually has a long sound
(sounds like its name).

•••••

A vowel can represent a sound that is
different from its name. It is a short vowel
sound.
A vowel can represent a sound like its name.
It is a long vowel sound.

•••

Some letters are vowels.
Every word has at least one vowel sound.
A, e, i, o, and u are vowels (and sometimes y).

The Fountas & Pinnell Comprehensive Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Sing a Song of

Sing a Song of

Poetry

GRADE

K

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

12/19/16 3:56 PM

Online Resources
Complete and convenient online access to teaching
materials. Save valuable prep time with Gamemaker—
an online tool to create customized letter, word, and
picture game boards.

Poetry

GRADE

17

A Teaching Resource for Phonemic
Awareness, Phonics, and Fluency

7

A Teaching Resource for Phonemic
Alex went outside to shovel,
Awareness, Phonics, and Fluency
but there was more snow than ever.
FPL_2062_F_RainSun_SR_FPDF.indd 11

1

11
12/19/16 3:55 PM

10/24/16 3:00 PM

Sing a Song of
Alex was cold, tired,
and grumpy.

7
FPL_2026_N-F_Weather_SR_FPDF.indd 7
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Letter-Sound Relationships

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

FPL_2176_F_PigsWolf_SR_FPDF.indd 7

8

Ready Resources

Recognize and Use the Prefix
re-, Meaning “again”

ffWS 21 Pocket-Chart Cards
ffBlank Pocket-Chart Cards
Use this lesson after students have noticed words with prefixes in
Online Resources
texts they are reading and have begun to use prefixes in their
ffWS 21 Action Tags
own writing. If students have significant experience with the
ffWS 21 Follow the Path Game
prefix re- and have control of the concept, you may wish to
Boards
expand this lesson by discussing a few word histories and word Plan
Other Materials
relationships in greater depth, such as the relationship between
ffpocket chart
remember and memory due to the word root mem. As students
XX
Consider Your Students
ffdie
begin to attempt deeper word analysis, it is important to point out
that it is not always easy to tell whether a particular group of
Use this lesson after
students
have noticed words with prefixes in
ff
game markers
letters is really a prefix. For example, the letters re in react are a
texts they are reading and have begun to use prefixes in their
prefix, but the letters re in realm are not. The analysis of word
own writing. If students have significant experience with the
control of the
concept, you may wish to
structure needs to be used flexibly and in combination with other prefix re- and haveGenerative
Lesson
expand this lesson by discussing a few word histories and word
word-solving actions.
A generative lesson has a simple
relationships in greater depth, such as the relationship between
structure that you can use to
remember and memory due to the word root mem. As students
XX
Working with English Language Learners
present similar content or
begin to attempt deeper word analysis, it is important to point out
concepts. Use this lesson
The concept that many English words contain more than one
that it is not always easy to tell whether a particular group of
structure to teach students to
meaning-bearing part is essential for English language learners
letters is really a prefix. For example, the letters re in react are a
recognize a variety of words with
to understand. To illustrate this concept, you may find it helpful to prefix, but the letters
re in realm are not. The analysis of word
the prefix re-.
have students work in a small group to put together and break
structure needs to be used flexibly and in combination with other
apart word cards containing base words and the prefix re-. Be
word-solving actions.
sure that students know the meanings of the base words used in
the lesson and on the game board.
XX
Working with English Language Learners

Some words have a long i vowel sound as in
ice and right.

•••••••••

Consonant digraphs stand for one sound
that is different from the sound of either of
the consonant letters.

Some consonant sounds are represented by
fact that some consonant sounds several different letters or letter clusters.
can be represented by several
different letters or letter clusters:
e.g., kayak, picnic, truck, stomach,
antique; thief, stiff, cough, graph.

FPL_2062_F_RainSun_SR_FPDF.indd 17

7

••••

WORD STRUCTURE 21
EARLY MIDDLE LATE

YOU WILL NEED

Plan
XX
Consider Your Students

Word Structure: Recognize and Use the Prefix re-, Meaning “again”

PreK–8

sounds at the beginning of
words: e.g., at, every, into, onto,
up.

sounds in the middle of words
(CVC): e.g., hat, bed, wind, stop,
run.

18 Understand and talk about the

28

GRADES
21 Recognize and use short vowel

••••••••••••

Some words end with a consonant cluster.
clusters (blends) at the end of a
Each sound can be heard in a consonant
word: ct, ft, ld, lf, lp, lt, mp, nd, nk, cluster at the end of a word.
nt, pt, sk, sp, st.

fact that some letters represent
vowel sounds.

M

In some words, the letter i represents the
sound heard at the beginning of in or the
middle of sit.

•••••••••••••••

15 Recognize and use consonant

19 Understand and talk about the

In some words, the letter a represents the
sound heard at the beginning of apple or the
middle of can.

Recognize and Use the Prefix
re-, Meaning “again”

In some words, the letter o represents the
sound heard at the beginning of on or the
middle of hot.

Some consonants or consonant clusters
letters that represent two or more stand for two or more different sounds in the
middle of a word.
different sounds in the middle
of a word: cyclone, nicest; bugle,
magic; inches, school, machine;
mouthwash, feather.

letters that represent no
sound: lamb, scene, sign, rhyme,
know, calm, island, listen, wrap.

sounds in words and the letters
that represent them.

•••••••••••••••

Some consonants or consonant clusters
stand for two or more different sounds at the
beginning of a word.

14 Recognize and use consonant

consonant digraphs at the
beginning or end of a word: gh,
ph (e.g., rough, phone, telegraph).

20 Hear and identify short vowel

In some words, the letter e represents the
sound heard at the beginning of egg or the
middle of get.

Some consonants or consonant clusters
letters that represent two or more stand for two or more different sounds at the
end of a word.
different sounds at the end of
a word: clinic, spice; hug, cage;
rich, stomach; bath, smooth.

17 Recognize and use consonant

PreK
E

Vowels (continued)

•••••••••

Sometimes double consonant letters stand
for one consonant sound in the middle of
a word.

13 Recognize and use consonant

16 Recognize and use less frequent

GRADE LEVEL

INSTRUCTIONAL
LANGUAGE

BEHAVIOR

6–8
L

Consonants (continued)
11 Recognize and use middle

12 Recognize and use consonant

Poetry

“I hate winter,” he thought.

7/11/16 10:18 AM

Surprise! A f lat peacock
f lounder hides in the sand.
It lies waiting for lunch
to swim by. Until . . . snap!
It gulps down a tasty shrimp.

5

FPL_2136_F_Orange_SR_FPDF.indd 5

10/17/16 9:48 AM

shrimp

6
FPL_2043_N_CoralReef_SR_FPDF.indd 6

GRADE

Sing a Song of Poetry
Poems that immerse
students in rich, rhythmical
language to expand their
oral language capabilities,
develop phonological
awareness, and teach
about the intricacies of
print. (Also sold separately.)

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS (continued)

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS

Comprehensive Phonics,
Spelling, and Word Study
Guide
Each lesson is organized
around a language
principle taken from this
guide, which can be used
to expand instruction.

Folders
Each lesson is printed on
a lesson folder, and can
be organized by areas of
learning, month, or both.

2

10
9/22/16 4:16 PM

A Teaching Resource for Phonics,
Word Study, and Fluency

FPL_0117_F_Birds2WayB_T4_FPDF.indd 10

2/17/17 10:33 AM

Online Community Support
Free membership at fountasandpinnell.com
provides teachers with downloadable resources,
consultant-monitored discussion board, insightful
blog posts, daily teaching tips, and more.

12

FPL_0101_F_TimeonPond_T2_FPDF.indd 12

12/9/16 1:18 PM

“Let’s jump,”
said the bears.
10
FPL_2199_F_LightMoon_SR_FPDF.indd 10

1/3/17 9:28 AM

PHONICS, SPELLING AND WORD STUDY SYSTEMS
Systems for grades K–4

FOUNTAS
& PINNELL
CLASSROOM™
CONNECTION
The lessons in the Phonics,
Spelling, and Word Study
System can be taught on their
own or applied throughout the
various instructional contexts
of FPC. For more information,
see page 16.

Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System, Grade K / 978-0-325-10547-5 / 2017 / $399.00
Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System, Grade 1 / 978-0-325-10550-5 / 2017 / $439.00
Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System, Grade 2 / 978-0-325-07683-6 / 2019 / $439.00
Word Study: Phonics, Spelling, and Vocabulary System, Grade 3 / 978-0-325-07684-3 / 2019 / $439.00

New!
Word Study: Phonics, Spelling, and Vocabulary System, Grade 4 / 978-0-325-04802-9 / 2020 / $439.00
Word Study Systems for Grades 5 and 6 In Development

SING A SONG OF POETRY
Sing a Song of Poetry, Grade K / 978-0-325-09291-1 / 2018 / $29.50
Sing a Song of Poetry, Grade 1 / 978-0-325-09295-9 / 2018 / $29.50
Sing a Song of Poetry, Grade 2 / 978-0-325-09916-3 / 2019 / $29.50

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

CLASSROOM RESOURCES
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FOUNTAS & PINNELL PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 1
for Oral Reading and Early Writing
Prompting Guide, Part 1 is a comprehensive collection of
precise language for use in several instructional contexts when
teaching and reinforcing effective strategic actions in reading
and writing.
Prompting Guide Part 1 / Grades K–8 / 978-0-325-08965-2 / 2008 /
34pp / $29.50
Prompting Guide Part 1 / Grades K–8 / Spanish / 978-0-325-09284-3 /
2017 / 34pp / $29.50
Study Guide available at fountasandpinnell.com

FOUNTAS & PINNELL PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 2
for Comprehension: Thinking, Talking, Writing
Prompting Guide, Part 2 includes language for teaching readers
how to focus or expand their thinking within, beyond, and
about the text through talk and writing before, during, and
after reading.
Prompting Guide Part 2 / Grades K–8 / 978-0-325-08966-9 / 2011 /
34pp / $29.50
Prompting Guide Part 2 / Grades K–8 / Spanish / 978-0-325-09285-0 /
2017 / 34pp / $29.50
Study Guide available at fountasandpinnell.com

SAVE WITH PROMPTING GUIDE BUNDLES
Prompting Guide Bundle / Grades K–8 / Prompting Guide Part 1
+ Prompting Guide Part 2 / 978-0-325-09278-2 / $50.00
Spanish Prompting Guide Bundle / Grades K–8 / Spanish
Prompting Guide Part 1 + Spanish Prompting Guide Part 2 /
978-0-325-09898-2 / $50.00

FOUNTAS & PINNELL
PROMPTING GUIDE APPS
The Prompting Guide Apps are affordable and convenient
digital versions of easy-access tools that can be used to
enhance reading and writing teaching power across a wide
range of instructional contexts.
Prompting Guide Part 1 and 2 Apps / iTunes App Store /
$9.99 each for:
Prompting Guide Part 1: iPad App English
Prompting Guide Part 1: iPad App Spanish
Prompting Guide Part 2: iPad App English
Prompting Guide Part 2: iPad App Spanish
Prompting Guide Part 1: iPhone App English
Prompting Guide Part 1: iPhone App Spanish
Prompting Guide Part 2: iPhone App English
To purchase Apps, visit apple.com/itunes

26

800.225.5800

heinemann.com

fountasandpinnell.com

FOUNTAS & PINNELL GENRE PROMPTING GUIDE FOR
FICTION
FOUNTAS & PINNELL GENRE PROMPTING GUIDE FOR
NONFICTION, POETRY, AND TEST TAKING
The Fountas & Pinnell Genre Prompting Guides contain precise
language for teaching readers how to focus their thinking and
understanding of genre through inquiry during interactive read-aloud,
reader’s workshop, writer’s workshop, guided reading, shared reading,
and intervention lessons.
Genre Prompting Guide for Fiction / Grades K–8+ / 978-0-325-04251-0 /
2012 / $29.50
Genre Prompting Guide for Nonfiction, Poetry, and Test Taking /
Grades K–8+ / 978-0-325-04298-5 / 2012 / $29.50
SAVE with the Genre Prompting Guide Bundle / 978-0-325-04299-2 /
2012 / $45.00

FOUNTAS & PINNELL GENRE PROMPTING GUIDE APPS
Convenient digital versions of these useful resources.
Available at the iTunes App Store / $9.99 each for:
Genre Prompting Guide for Fiction: iPad App
Genre Prompting Guide for Fiction: iPhone App
Genre Prompting Guide for Nonfiction, Poetry, and Test Taking: iPad App
Genre Prompting Guide for Nonfiction, Poetry, and Test Taking: iPhone App

FOUNTAS & PINNELL SELECT COLLECTIONS
Collections of popular PM Readers selected and leveled
by Fountas and Pinnell
SELECT Genre Sets

SELECT Collection Sets

The Fountas & Pinnell Select Genre Sets are collections
of the popular PM Readers that have been selected and
organized by Fountas and Pinnell with a focus on genre to
serve as highly effective tools for guided reading lessons,
small-group instruction, and independent reading. Over 50
different Genre Sets to choose from. No title is duplicated
in any set.

The PM Readers in the Fountas &
Pinnell Select Collections have been
selected and organized by Fountas
and Pinnell with a focus on reading
level to help students develop their
ability to read complex texts
independently.

Each Genre Set includes:
• 5 titles; 6 copies each

Each Collection Set includes:
• 6 copies of each title

• Resource Guide.

• List of all books and levels

Each Genre Set / 5 Titles / 30 Books

• Resource Guide.

Also available
in single-copy Collections.

Kindergarten Collection Set / Levels A–E / 100 Titles / 600 Books

Sturdy containers included!

Grade 1 Collection Set / Levels A/B–K / 220 Titles / 1,320 Books

For a complete list of titles, levels,

Grade 2 Collection Set / Levels C–N / 240 Titles / 1,320 Books

and ordering information, visit

Grade 3 Collection Set / Levels L–Q / 60 Titles / 360 Books

fountasandpinnell.com/select.

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

powerful
CLASSROOM RESOURCES
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DEVELOP DEEP THINKING ABOUT READING THROUGH WRITING

Fountas & Pinnell

Readers’ Notebook
READER'S NOTEBOOK
Reader’s Notebooks are valuable tools that take the place of
worksheets or workbooks and other materials that require
more teacher time. Inside each notebook are blank, lined
pages divided into tabbed sections based on various areas of
learning appropriate to the grade level.

New!

Reader’s Notebook: Primary (Recommended for grades K–2)
5-PACKS / 978-0-325-05361-5 / $34.50
SAVE MORE with 25-PACKS / 978-0-325-05362-2 / $157.50
Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate (Recommended for grades 2–4)
5-PACKS / 978-0-325-04285-5 / $34.50
SAVE MORE with 25-PACKS / 978-0-325-04286-2 / $157.50
Reader’s Notebook: Advanced (Recommended for grades 4–8) with
a Genre Studies section
5-PACKS / 978-0-325-04287-9 / $34.50
SAVE MORE with 25-PACKS / 978-0-325-04288-6 / $157.50

NEW!

SPANISH READER’S NOTEBOOKS

Spanish Reader’s Notebooks are similar in design to the
Reader’s Notebooks, but are specially designed to promote
reflection and dialogue about reading for Spanish-speaking
students.
Spanish Reader’s Notebook: Primary (Recommended for
grades K–2)
5-PACKS / 978-0-325-11021-9 / $34.50
SAVE MORE with 25-PACKS / 978-0-325-11024-0 / $157.50
Spanish Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate (Recommended for
grades 2–4)
5-PACKS / 978-0-325-11020-2 / $34.50
SAVE MORE with 25-PACKS / 978-0-325-11023-3 / $157.50
Spanish Reader’s Notebook: Advanced (Recommended for
grades 4–8) with a Genre Studies section
5-PACKS / 978-0-325-11019-6 / $34.50
SAVE MORE with 25-PACKS / 978-0-325-11022-6 / $157.50

The notebook becomes a personal storehouse
of students’ thoughts and a place to access
them for later review, reflection, and sharing.
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PRACTICAL AND ESSENTIAL

This must-have literacy
tool is your go-to guide for

The Literacy Quick Guide

responsive literacy teaching.

A Reference Tool for
Responsive Literacy Teaching
Leveled Texts

What Is a Text Gradient?
A gradient of text reflects a defined continuum of characteristics against which
you can evaluate texts. An invaluable resource in selecting texts for particular
groups of students, a text gradient also offers guidance in designing lessons.

My friend has a pet cat.

What Are Leveled Books?

Level A
5

4

“Do you like this one?”
asked the queen.
The king said,
“No, I don’t like it
at all.

Leveled books are books that have been categorized along a gradient of
difficulty from easiest, Level A, to most complex, Level Z. A book’s level is a
quick way to think about the text characteristics and processing challenges
that readers are likely to encounter when reading that particular text.

A text gradient is:

A tool for teachers to use in

for a king.”

Using Levels to Select Books for
Guided Reading Lessons
12

Chester tore off the paper

Chester didn’t know anybody
with that name.
Still, it was a lovely sweater.
Chester slipped it

Chester loved mushed peas.

over his head.

He loved the sweater, too.

It fit perfectly.

A note came
with the sweater.
The present was
from Guess Who.

4

5

The Land of the
Midnight Sun

Staying Warm
The little fox is covered with deep, thick fur to keep her

322

warm during the freezing cold winter. Her feet are padded

Guided Reading
with fur too, so she won’t slip on the ice. The fox’s short
nose, ears, and legs help keep heat inside her body.

When it’s really cold, the fox wraps her thick, fluffy tail

The Arctic region is in a part of
the earth that gets almost no

the Land of the Midnight Sun.

4

In summer, you can see the
sun shining at midnight.

5

After the embalmers perfected

Mummification Step by Step

to live on after death. With so
many customers, the embalmers
needed a system to help them
handle all the bodies. Here’s how
some scientists think it worked.
Immediately after death,
embalmers took the body to Ibu
(ee-boo), which means “Place of
Washing.” There, probably in an

Level Y

open-sided tent near the Nile

STEP ONE: Ibu
At Ibu the body was
thoroughly washed. It
is likely that this took
place near the Nile, but
far from any town, so
townspeople didn’t have
to smell the bodies.

River, the body was carefully
washed in a salty mixture of
water and natron.
Next, the body was moved to
the “House of Mummification,” or
Per-Nefer (pair-neff-uhr), to be
cleaned out and dried. To drain
all the fluids, the body was first
placed on its back on a slanted
table.
The embalmers started their
work by removing the brain.

STEP TWO: Per-Nefer
At Per-Nefer the brain
and other organs were
removed from the body,
and the body was dried
in natron so that it would
not rot. The body was left
to dry for more than a
month.

STEP THREE: Wabet
At Wabet the body was
shaped, rubbed with
sweet-smelling oils, and
wrapped in cloth.

spoon to scoop out the brain
matter. The Egyptians didn’t

Grade Two


A guide to determining whether


An incentive for students to

intensive intervention in reading

A support for teachers in guiding

readers to make good choices
for independent reading (when
necessary)

Grade Three

themselves as readers
Grade Four

classroom library

Grade Five

practice reading

Grade Six


A way for students to compare

Grade Seven−Eight
High School/Adult

themselves with others

A grade on a report card

A label communicated to parents

The grade-level goals on the F&P Text Level Gradient™ are intended to
provide general guidelines, which should be adjusted based on
school/district requirements and professional teacher judgement.
© 2012 Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

9/9/16

Continuum Connection
The Fountas & Pinnell
Literacy Continuum lists
detailed text characteristics and goals (behaviors
and understandings to
notice, teach for, and
support) for each level of
the gradient, levels A–Z.

believe the brain was worth
away.
11

Figure 13-21 Pages 10–11 from Egyptian Mummies: Made to Last, Level Y

The Literacy Quick Guide

Grade One

tracking their own progress


A label for book baskets in a


A signal that a reader may need

The text level is a guide to analyzing and selecting appropriate texts for
a group of readers, but text selection is more than that. Remember that
you are teaching the reader, not the text. Every action in text selection is
directed toward helping readers learn new ways of problem solving and
thinking about texts that they can apply to other texts they read. They are
developing the “fast brainwork” required by texts of increasing difficulty.
The level of a text has everything to do with an expansion of each reader’s
network of systems of strategic actions.
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GOALS

choosing books for independent
reading

A tool for students to use in

designing lessons and planning
teaching moves
readers are meeting grade-level
expectations

Why a Level Matters


A tool for students to use in

anything, so they just threw it

10

GRADE-LEVEL

A text gradient is not:

They didn’t want to damage the
head, so they inserted a hooked
instrument into one nostril and
swirled the hook inside the skull.
Then they used a long-handled

LEVELS


A label that students attach to


A reference for teachers in

Arctic, you’d have to go to school

their method, mummification
became very popular in Egypt.
Everyone wanted their loved ones

time in reading

sunlight in winter. So it’s often dark

The Arctic is sometimes called

Short legs

From Body to Mummy


A tool for recording progress over

during the day. If you lived in the

dissect and study them. This text requires background informationinand
the the
darkability
all winter long. During
the summer,
light almost all of
of history. The writer also uses Frankenstein
as a it’s
simthe time, sometimes 24 hours a
ile—for
example,
“many
tucks her nose into her
warm fur
and settles
in for apeople worried that the atomic bomb would turn out to
day. Do you think you could sleep
winter’s nap.
be like Frankenstein’s monster—uncontrollable and destructive.”
with the sun shining all night long?
Mummies:
FEATURES OFEgyptian
THE ARCTIC
FOX Made to Last (Fountas & Pinnell Classroom, in press) reveals important information about Egyptian mummies gathered by digital imaging
Short ears
technology (see Figure 13-21). It is amazing how much scientists can tell about
Thick fur
these ancient people.
This level Y text reveals startling images of the bodies of
mummies. It tells how the art of preserving bodies evolved over time, and it reveals
many interesting details about the process and the beliefs of the Egyptians. One
section provides a step-by-step description of the procedure for making a
mummy—all the way to the sweet smells that embalmers
sprinkled between the
Thick,
bushythat
tail requires understandlayers of linen. The text addresses serious subject matter
Short nose
ing of ancient culture. The text includes a glossary and index.
around her like a blanket. Sometimes she lies on top of

understand
longThen
period
her tail, so her body to
hardly
touches theasnow.
she

Level N

small-group reading instruction

Studying the text characteristics of books at a given level will provide
a good inventory of the challenges readers will meet across the level.
Remember that there are a great variety of texts within each letter level.
These characteristics apply to what is generally true for texts at the level
across that variety. For the individual text, some factors may be more
important than others in making demands on the readers. Examining these
texts factors in relation to a particular group of readers will help you plan
effective book introductions and tailor your teaching points.

Guess Who?

and opened the box.
There was a soft wool sweater
inside the box.

Level J

analyzing texts

A tool for selecting books for

13

It was the color of mushed peas.

FOUNTAS & PINNELL

Kindergarten

This is not a good bed

Level E

F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™

A Design for Responsive Literacy Teaching

GRADES

PreK–8

The

Fountas&Pinnell

Literacy

Continuum
A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching
Expanded E D I T I O N
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This first-of-its-kind, practical, spiral-bound tool for all teachers and administrators is another significant
contribution to the field of education from literacy leaders, Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell.

Introduction
Introduction
Design for
for Responsive
Responsive Literacy
Literacy Teaching
Teaching
AA Design

accessible
THE LITERACY QUICK GUIDE

Reading
Reading

The Literacy Quick Guide provides a concise description
of a coherent literacy system in which all instructional
contexts are reciprocally connected to improve student
outcomes. This information-packed guide provides an
important look at reading, writing, talking, and word
study, while succinctly describing research-based
instructional practices for high-impact literacy teaching.
The Literacy Quick Guide / 978-0-325-05128-4 / 2018 / $24.00

practical
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™
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Intervention
■■ BASED ON

■■ ENGAGING

THE FOUNTAS &

BOOKS THAT

PINNELL LITERACY

FACILITATE FAST-

CONTINUUM AND

PACED, EXPLICIT

THE F&P TEXT

INSTRUCTION

LEVEL GRADIENT™
■■ RICH AND
■■ DEVELOPED FOR

SYSTEMATIC

SMALL GROUPS

RESOURCES THAT

OF STRUGGLING

ELEVATE TEACHER

READERS

EXPERTISE

HELP STRUGGLING READERS
AT EVERY AGE AND EVERY STAGE

The Fountas & Pinnell

Leveled Literacy Intervention System
The Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention System (LLI) for grades K–12 improves the literacy
achievement of struggling readers through intensive, supportive lessons and carefully written leveled
books that are engaging, efficient, and effective.

A FIRM FOUNDATION
LLI is a daily, supplementary intervention for students reading below gradelevel expectation. The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum and the F&P Text
Level Gradient™ are the foundation on which the systems were built. Each
lesson was created around the behavioral goals from The Literacy Continuum
and each book was written, illustrated, and edited according to the text
characteristics listed at each level from The Literacy Continuum as well.

rigorous
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Leveled Literacy Intervention
The goal of LLI is to lift the literacy achievement of students

ing Within the Te
ink
xt
Th
Using a range
of strategies to
recognize and
take apart words,
and understand
word meaning.

Reading at
a good rate,
integrating phrasing,
pausing, intonation,
and stress.

Taking action in
flexible ways to
solve problems or
fit purpose and genre.

Checking on accuracy
and understanding
and working to
self-correct errors.

CONNECT OBSERVATION TO
RESPONSIVE TEACHING

Noticing and using
sources of information
(meaning, language
structure, phonological
information, visual information).

LLI focuses on a deep comprehension of texts by
engaging students in original, high-quality texts
small-group instruction. This small-group setting
identify the specific behaviors and competencies to

ou
h

Te
x

Anticipating what
may happen next.

Connecting the text
to personal and
world knowledge
as well as to
other texts.

Thinking about what
the writer means
but has not stated.

tt

e

small-group

SYSTEMS
OF STRATEGIC
ACTIONS

Noticing aspects of
the writer’s craft
including text
structure.

Ab

teach for, assess, and reinforce at each level.

Thinking critically
about the text.

ing

allows teachers to closely observe students to

T hink

in a variety of fiction and nonfiction genres during

Remembering important
information and
carrying it forward.

Adjusting present
understandings to
accommodate new
knowledge.

t
T hin ki

ng

t

achieve literacy success.

Te
x

It is designed to give students the boost they need to

th

e

who are not achieving grade-level expectations in reading.

on
Bey

d

DESIGNED FOR SUCCESS
LLI SYSTEMS
GRADES
K, 1, 2

SMALL-GROUP SIZE

DAILY INSTRUCTION

SUCCESS IN WEEKS

1:3

30-minute lessons,
5 days per week

of explicit, direct instruction

1:4

45-minute lessons,
5 days per week

of explicit, direct instruction

Teacher-to-student ratio

GRADES
3, 4, 5, 6–12+

Teacher-to-student ratio

14–18 weeks

18–24+ weeks

short-term
Take Action! Get an in-depth look at effective intervention.
Examine complete lessons, lesson frameworks, and beautiful, leveled books in our comprehensive
samplers—available for every system, every grade. Scan the code to view yours now.
fp.pub/LLIsampler

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

INTERVENTION
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Leveled Literacy Intervention
The success of any intervention ultimately depends on students being
fully captivated by the books they read and write about.

ENGAGE WITH HIGH-INTEREST AND HIGH-QUALITY BOOKS
Includes 10
Getting Started books

LLI Orange, Grade K

110 original titles

BOOKS THAT FOSTER SKILLS
AND SUCCESS

LLI Green, Grade 1

130 original titles

The books used in LLI are all

LLI Blue, Grade 2

120 original titles

LLI Red, Grade 3

144 original titles

6 trade novels

LLI Gold, Grade 4

144 original titles

6 trade novels

LLI Purple, Grade 5

144 original titles

6 trade novels

LLI Teal, Grade 6–12+

144 original titles

6 trade novels

original titles created by talented
writers and imaginative illustrators.
Each book has been reviewed
and leveled by Fountas and
Pinnell, ensuring that each one
fits seamlessly into the lesson
framework of LLI, as well as
defining the high standard that
is synonymous with Fountas &
Pinnell Literacy™.

engaging

FICTION

The fiction books for the LLI, K–2 systems feature lovable
characters in amusing situations with beautiful illustrations
and high-interest plots to appeal to young readers. The fiction
books for the LLI, 3–12 systems feature unique characters,
contemporary situations, and captivating plots that immediately
appeal to intermediate, middle school, or high school students.
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Includes 10
Getting Started books

NONFICTION

The nonfiction books for the LLI, K–2
systems have been developed around
high-interest, contemporary topics.
They are highly visual and introduce
text features such as sidebars,
diagrams, and charts. The nonfiction
books for the LLI, 3–12 systems also
offer fascinating, current topics, but
with more of a global focus.

GRADES
K, 1, 2

GRADES
3, 4, 5, 6–12+

60%

FICTION

40%

NONFICTION

40%

FICTION

60%

NONFICTION

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

INTERVENTION
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Leveled Literacy
Intervention
From engaging, original books to
rich teacher tools, each LLI System
is a comprehensive resource.

INTERVENTION TO HELP
STRUGGLING READERS
REACH PROFICIENCY AT
EVERY GRADE
Through fast-paced,
systematically designed lessons

REACH
PROFICIENCY
FOR GRADE

LEVELED LITERACY
INTERVENTION
SYSTEM

READING
LEVELS

K

LLI Orange System

1

LLI Green System

2

LLI Blue System
second edition

C– N

3

LLI Red System

L– Q

4

LLI Gold System

O –T

5

LLI Purple System

R–W

LLI Teal System

U –Z

second edition

second edition

A–E
A–K

in both reading and writing, LLI
helps students expand their
knowledge of language, words,
and how they work. The lesson
frameworks of LLI provide
smooth, well-paced lessons
that scaffold highly efficient and
effective instruction.

6 –12+
Take Action!
Watch a Webinar for a
complete overview of LLI.
Register for our free Community
and gain access to a collection of
information Webinars about the LLI
systems. Scan the code to view now.
fp.pub/LLIweb

LEVELED LITERACY INTERVENTION SYSTEMS
LLI Orange System, Second Edition, Levels A–E / 978-0-325-06077-4 / $2,900.00
LLI Green System, Second Edition, Levels A–K / 978-0-325-06079-8 / $3,416.00
LLI Blue System, Second Edition, Levels C–N / 978-0-325-06080-4 / $3,324.00
LLI Red System, Levels L–Q / 978-0-325-11224-4 / $4,950.00
LLI Gold System, Levels O–T / 978-0-325-09955-2 / $4,950.00
LLI Purple System, Levels R–W / 978-0-325-10998-5 / $4,950.00
LLI Teal System, Levels U–Z / 978-0-325-02860-6 / $4,950.00

efficient
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System Guides
This essential guide provides
a comprehensive overview
of the LLI resources and
implementation of the LLI
System.

Ready Resources
(LLI, K–2)
Preprinted, pre
assembled resources
to speed preparation
for every lesson.

Fountas&Pinnell

Leveled
Literacy
Intervention

LLI Blue
System Guide
LLI Blue System

●

Levels C–N

●

Lessons 1–120

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Lesson Guides
The LLI Lesson Guides
provide high-quality, fastpaced lessons that support
reading, writing, and
language development.

My Writing Books (LLI, K–2) and
Literacy Notebooks (LLI, 3–12)
Consumable writing books
support student writing
development.

k
My Wr itin g BooMy Writing Book

My Writing Book
Name:

Nam e:

Name:

Take-Home Books (LLI, K–2)
High-quality black-and-white
copies of each book in LLI, K–2
are provided for children to
keep and read over and over.

Prompting Guides 1 & 2
Flip charts that contain
precise language to teach
and reinforce effective
strategic actions during
reading and writing.

WHEN READERS STRUGGLE

WhenReadersStruggle_IFBC.indd All Pages

GRADES

Fountas & Pinnell

When Readers Struggle:
Teaching That Works (LLI, K–2)
Specific teaching ideas for
helping K–3 students who are
having difficulty in reading and
writing.

Take-Home Bags (LLI, K–2) and
Student Portfolios (LLI, 3–12)
Sturdy fabric bags or portfolios
for students to carry their LLI
books and homework.

LEVELS

K–3 A–N

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

When

Readers
Struggle

Teaching That Works

11/17/16 11:32 AM

Leveled Literacy Intervention TEAL System
Leveled Literacy Intervention TEAL System
Leveled Literacy Intervention TEAL System

Student Test Preparation Booklet
Student Test Preparation Booklet
Student Test Preparation Booklet

Leveled Literacy Intervention TEAL System

F&P Calculator/Stopwatch
Calculate students’ reading
rate, percentage of accuracy,
and self-correction ratio.

Student Test Preparation Booklet

LEVEL U

LEVEL U
LEVEL U

LESSONS 31–34

LESSONS 31–34

LEVEL U
LESSONS 31–34

LESSONS 31–34

Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:

LLI_TEAL_TestPrep_Cov_1r.indd 2

11/20/14 9:49 AM

LLI_TEAL_TestPrep_Cov_1r.indd 2

11/20/14 9:49 AM
LLI_TEAL_TestPrep_Cov_1r.indd 2

LLI_TEAL_TestPrep_Cov_1r.indd 2

11/20/14 9:49 AM

11/20/14 9:49 AM

Test Preparation Booklets
(LLI, 3–12)
Consumable booklets, one for
each of the six levels in the
system, include selections
and test items for the optional
Test Preparation Lessons.

Online Resources
Download and print resources listed in the You Will Need section of each lesson (K–12) and access
Gamemaker—an online tool to create customized game boards (K–2).

Professional Learning and Tutorial Videos
Exemplary video created for each LLI System featuring model LLI lessons, instructional
procedures, and a tutorial on coding, scoring, and analyzing reading records.
Online Data Management System
A secure and efficient way to collect, analyze, and report LLI student
data according to district requirements.
Online Community Support
Free membership at fountasandpinnell.com provides teachers with downloadable resources,
consultant-monitored discussion board, insightful blog posts, teaching tips, and more.

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™
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PROVEN EFFECTIVE
The What Works Clearinghouse™ (WWC) and ESSA have reviewed the research on LLI, finding positive impacts
and strong evidence of effectiveness for students in grades K–2. These findings are based on two independent,
empirical studies conducted by The University of Memphis’s Center for Research in Educational Policy (CREP).

✓

WWC: SHOWING POSITIVE IMPACTS
FOR BEGINNING READERS

++

LLI READING ACHIEVEMENT
Read the full WWC report at
whatworks.ed.gov

✓

EVIDENCE FOR ESSA: LLI RECEIVES STRONG RATING
FOR EFFECTIVENESS
Essa Rating

LLI EFFECTIVENESS

STRONG

Studies

Students

Avg. Effect Size

2

566

+0.13

Read more at
evidenceforessa.org
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Leveled Literacy Intervention
Backed by gold-standard studies of proven success, LLI can help
your struggling readers reach grade-level expectations.
THE STUDIES
Rural/Suburban: The first study was conducted during the 2009-2010 school year in the rural Tifton County,
GA schools and the Enlarged City School District of Middletown, NY. According to Dr. Carolyn Ransford-Kaldon,
principal investigator on the project, “LLI is indeed effective in improving skills.”
Urban: The second study was conducted in 13 Denver Public School K–2 classrooms during the 2011-2012 school
year and revealed that LLI positively impacts K–2 urban students’ literacy achievement.

✓

CREP’S GOLD STANDARD STUDIES

BENCHMARK
BENCHMARK
LEVEL
LEVEL
GAINS
GAINS

BENCHMARK
BENCHMARK
LEVEL
LEVEL
GAINS
GAINS

Rural
Rural
andand
Suburban
Suburban
School
School
Study
Study

Urban
Urban
School
School
Study
Study

% %
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More growth
More growth
10.0 10.0
than control
than control
group group

J

J

J

J

I

I

9.0

9.0

I

I

H

H
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8.0

H

G

G

7.0

7.0

F

F

6.0

E
D

% %
7070
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More growth
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E

5.0
4.0

D

9.0

H

8.0

8.0

G

G

7.0

7.0

6.0

F

F

6.0

6.0

5.0

E

E

5.0

5.0

4.0

D

D

4.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

C

2.0

2.0

B

A

1.0

1.0

A

Pre A Pre A

0.0

0.0

B

A

C

B

More growth
More growth
than control
than control
group group

KINDERGARTEN
KINDERGARTEN

GRADEGRADE
1
1

GRADEGRADE
2
2

7.5 Weeks
7.5 Weeks
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of
LLI Instruction
LLI Instruction

14.5 Weeks
14.5 Weeks
of
of
LLI Instruction
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14.5 Weeks
14.5 Weeks
of
of
LLI Instruction
LLI Instruction

10.0 10.0

More growth
More growth
than control
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group*group* 9.0

% %
100
100

C

% %
2323

CONTROL
CONTROL
GROUPGROUP

A–Z levels
A–Zarelevels
translated
are translated
into numeric
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averages.averages.

% %
2929

More growth
More growth
than control
than control
group*group*

% %
8181
C

B

More growth
More growth
than control
than control
group*group*

A

Urban school
*Urban
*school
study CONTROL
study CONTROL

2.0

2.0

students
students
were were
allowedallowed
to receive
to receive
1.0
intervention
intervention
other than
otherLLI.
than LLI.

1.0

0.0

0.0

Pre A Pre A

KINDERGARTEN
KINDERGARTEN

GRADEGRADE
1
1

GRADEGRADE
2
2

9 Weeks
9 Weeks
of
of
LLI Instruction
LLI Instruction

12.4 Weeks
12.4 Weeks
of
of
LLI Instruction
LLI Instruction

12.4 Weeks
12.4 Weeks
of
of
LLI Instruction
LLI Instruction

CONTROL
CONTROL
GROUPGROUP

A–Z levels
A–Zarelevels
translated
are translated
into numeric
into numeric
averages.averages.

Read the CREP reports at
fountasandpinnell.com
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Extend the success of

Leveled Literacy Intervention
with the best choices for independent reading
.

CHOICE LIBRARIES
The LLI Choice Libraries and companion Guide to Independent
Reading is for the LLI teacher or classroom teachers seeking
to support independent reading, and to provide daily
opportunities for students to read books they have selected
themselves.

LLI Blue Choice Library Levels B–M /

INDEPENDENT READING BUILDS READING POWER

978-0-325-05941-9 / $1,050.00
LLI Red Choice Library Levels K–P /
978-0-325-04892-5 / $1,050.00
LLI Gold Choice Library Levels N–S /
978-0-325-05087-4 / $1,050.00
LLI Purple Choice Library Levels Q–V /
978-0-325-05959-4 / $1,825.00
LLI Teal Choice Library Levels T–Y /
978-0-325-07459-7 / $1,825.00

LLI Blue Choice Library

150 trade books

Levels B–M

LLI Red Choice Library

150 trade books

Levels K–P

LLI Gold Choice Library

150 trade books

Levels N–S

LLI Purple Choice Library

250 trade books

Levels Q–V

LLI Teal Choice Library

250 trade books

Levels T–Y

COMPANION RESOURCES
FOUNTAS & PINNELL
CLASSROOM™
INDEPENDENT READING
COLLECTIONS
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FOUNTAS & PINNELL
SELECT COLLECTIONS
OF PM READERS

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Independent
Reading Collection includes trade titles that can
be used to begin, or augment, your classroom
library. Each book has been carefully selected
to ensure that the collection is appropriate for
your students, and represents a diverse range
of experiences and cultures.

Students receiving intervention
need opportunities to extend
their reading practice and read
a large volume of texts in order
to strengthen their newly acquired
skills. Hand-selected by Fountas and Pinnell from the popular
PM Readers, these SELECT Collections parallel the LLI System
levels and provide quality choices for independent reading.

For more information, see page 20.

See page 27 for more information.

800.225.5800

heinemann.com

fountasandpinnell.com

extend

GO PAPERLESS!
Take paperless assessments with the Fountas & Pinnell
Leveled Literacy Intervention System Reading Record App
for iPad®.
Available for each of the LLI systems, the Reading Record
Apps contain the texts for that system’s Instructional
books and records the following:
• oral reading rate and accuracy rate
• self-correction ratio
• fluency score and comprehension score.
The Reading Record App saves the record as a PDF, times
the conference, and syncs the data to the Online Data
Management System.

Purchase individual apps at the Apple
iTunes Store or App Content licenses
for institutions are available through
heinemann.com at a 20% volume
discount on purchases of 20 or more
licenses per system.
Individual purchase /In-app purchases
through Apple iTunes / $14.99 each

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL-BASED SEMINAR
LLI K–2: Gain an understanding of the LLI Lesson Framework, as well as how to assess and group students, use the
Prompting Guides, and document progress.
LLI 3–12: Learn specific strategies to address the needs of struggling older readers with a focus on vocabulary,
comprehension, writing about reading, and test-taking.

ADMINISTRATOR SEMINAR
LLI K–12: Designed for principals, learn how to support the LLI implementation process by gaining an understanding of
typical routines, organization, and scheduling.

MULTI-DAY INSTITUTE
LLI K–2: An interactive 2-day institute that will provide participants with a deep understanding of the LLI Orange, Green, and
Blue systems for K–2 and how they can best be implemented in the classroom.
LLI 3–12: An interactive 3-day institute that will provide participants with a deep understanding of the LLI Red, Gold, and
Purple systems and how they specifically meet the needs of older struggling readers.
For details see pages 57 and 59 or visit fountasandpinnell.com/professionaldevelopment

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

INTERVENTION
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Each Leveled Literacy Intervention System provides
LLI Components
PER SYSTEM

LLI Orange System

LLI Green System

LLI Blue System

LEVELS A–E • KINDERGARTEN

LEVELS A–K • GR. 1

LEVELS C–N • GR. 2

BOOKS
Leveled Books

110 titles / 4 copies each

130 titles / 4 copies each

120 titles / 4 copies each

Getting Started Lap Books

10 titles / 1 copy each

10 titles / 1 copy each

System Guide

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

Lesson Guides

1 volume

3 volumes

2 volumes

Prompting Guide Part 1 for
Oral Reading and Early Writing

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

Prompting Guide Part 2 for Comprehension:
Thinking, Talking, Writing

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

Novels

TEACHER RESOURCES

When Reader’s Struggle, K–3

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

Professional Development Videos

digital delivery

digital delivery

digital delivery

Tutorial Videos

digital delivery

digital delivery

digital delivery

F&P Calculator/Stopwatch

1 calculator/stopwatch

1 calculator/stopwatch

1 calculator/stopwatch

Student Folders

One 18-pack

One 18-pack

One 18-pack

Lesson Folders

110 folders and labels

130 folders and labels

120 folders and labels

Online Data Management System

1-year trial

1-year trial

1-year trial

Online Resources

Unlimited access

Unlimited access

Unlimited access

Ready Resources

1 set

1 set

1 set

Black-and-White Take-Home Books

6 copies each title

6 copies each title

6 copies each title

My Writing Books

126 writing books

126 writing books

126 writing books

Student Take-Home Bags

18 bags

18 bags

18 bags

LLI Reading Record App for iPads

Purchase through Apple iTunes

Purchase through Apple iTunes

Purchase through Apple iTunes

F&P SELECT Collections
Selected PM Readers, available in
single-copy or six-copy collections

4 Collections
25 titles each Collection

4 Collections
55 titles each Collection

4 Collections
60 titles each Collection

STUDENT RESOURCES

Student Portfolios
Student Test Preparation Booklets
Literacy Notebooks
Student Whiteboards
Word Magnets

OPTIONAL PURCHASE OUTSIDE SYSTEM

LLI Choice Library

150 trade titles + Guide

FPC Independent Reading Collection
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800.225.5800

heinemann.com

150 trade titles
150 Conferring Cards
Guide

fountasandpinnell.com

150 trade titles
150 Conferring Cards
Guide

150 trade titles
150 Conferring Cards
Guide

a comprehensive collection of tools
LLI Red System

LLI Gold System

LLI Purple System

LLI Teal System

LEVELS L–Q • GR. 3

LEVELS O–T • GR. 4

LEVELS R–W • GR. 5

LEVELS U–Z • GR. 6–12+

144 titles / 6 copies each

144 titles / 6 copies each

144 titles / 6 copies each

144 titles / 6 copies each

6 titles / 6 copies each

6 titles / 6 copies each

6 titles / 6 copies each

6 titles / 6 copies each

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

3 volumes

3 volumes

6 volumes

6 volumes

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

1 copy

digital delivery

digital delivery

digital delivery

digital delivery

digital delivery

digital delivery

digital delivery

digital delivery

1 calculator/stopwatch

1 calculator/stopwatch

1 calculator/stopwatch

1 calculator/stopwatch

One 16-pack

One 16-pack

One 16-pack

One 16-pack

192 folders and labels

192 folders and labels

204 folders and labels

204 folders and labels

1-year trial

1-year trial

1-year trial

1-year trial

Unlimited access

Unlimited access

Unlimited access

Unlimited access

16 portfolios

16 portfolios

16 portfolios

16 portfolios

One 16-pack of each level

One 16-pack of each level

One 16-pack of each level

One 16-pack of each level

96 notebooks
56pp each

96 notebooks
72pp each

96 notebooks
96pp each

96 notebooks
80pp each

One 6-pack

One 6-pack

One 6-pack

One 6-pack

43 sheets / 903 magnets
1 marker, 1 eraser

43 sheets / 903 magnets
1 marker, 1 eraser

43 sheets / 903 magnets
1 marker, 1 eraser

43 sheets / 903 magnets
1 marker, 1 eraser

Purchase through Apple iTunes

Purchase through Apple iTunes

Purchase through Apple iTunes

Purchase through Apple iTunes

150 trade titles + Guide

150 trade titles + Guide

250 trade titles + Guide

250 trade titles + Guide

200 trade titles
200 Conferring Cards
Guide

200 trade titles
200 Conferring Cards
Guide

200 trade titles
200 Conferring Cards
Guide

200 trade titles
200 Conferring Cards
Guide

2 Collections
30 titles each Collection

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™
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Turn

Into

Professional
Books
■■ STRENGTHEN

■■ BUILD A GROWING

INSTRUCTIONAL

COMMUNITY

DECISION MAKING

OF INFORMED

■■ EMPOWER
TEACHERS AND
SCHOOL LEADERS
WITH LITERACY
INFORMATION

EDUCATORS

BUILD LITERACY POWER EVERY DAY

The Reading Minilessons Book

Your Every Day Guide for Literacy Teaching
Develop students’ deep knowledge of literacy
concepts with these must-have reading
minilessons—concise, explicit, whole-group
lessons with a purposeful application in
building students’ literacy power.
This must-have 2-in-1 resource—a practical
professional book and hundreds of minilessons
for a complete year of explicit, whole-class
teaching—is organized into four important types:
Management, Literary Analysis, Strategies & Skills,
and Writing About Reading.
With The Reading Minilessons Book, engage
students in inquiry that leads to the discovery and
understanding of a general principle that can be
applied again and again to their own independent
reading and writing. Put reading minilessons
into action and make learning visible for every
student, every day.

New!
Fountas and Pinnell
round out the full
kindergarten through
grade six Reading
Minilessons Book suite
with hundreds of new
minilessons for grades
4, 5, and 6.

concise
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“Reading Minilessons form the ‘glue’ that connects all literacy
learning, makes it explicit, and turns it over to students to

Learn and/or develop the guidelines for working together in the classroom.

explicit

RML 5

Write E (easy), JR
w reader’s notebook
WAR.U1.RML5
w guidelines your reading list.
Introducing a Reader’s
Notebook
You Will Need
w

(just
right),
or D (difficult) for each book on
Assess
Learning

• Establish classroom literacy routines and

Rationale

Minilesson

the chart from RML3 with the
letters D, E, and JR written in the
last column

RML 1

the use of a Reader’s Notebook

Collect
your thinking
in your reader’s
WAR.U1.RML1 Rescue! by
Stan Kirby
Assess Learning
• Avalanches by Lisa Bullard

• Foster community through the development

Introducing a Reader’s w chart of the reading list from RML2
Goal
w markers
Notebook
You Will Need

of shared language
with students
• Make connections using mentor texts
• Create relevance by linking to previous
learning

•

What voice level should you use during independent reading?

w

w

What
do you
think
these
letters
might
enjoying
it? mean?
Do students record the genre
of books
they
have
read?

Understand that a reader’s notebook
a special
place
to The
collect
thinking
about
first
letter, D,
is for difficult.
Irealistic
wrote you
afiction,
D next
to The
Author
• What
do each
timeAbsent
you start
a new book?
w Do they is
use
the terms
reading
list,
reader’s
notebook,
genre,should
Academic Language /
books read.
fantasy, and informational?because I found this book a bit difficult to read.
Important Vocabulary
What did I write next to Captain Awesome to the Rescue!?
Rationale

Section 4: Writing About Reading

• Expand students’ literacy competencies

notebook.

Display the chart from RML3.
• of
What
voice
level
should
Observe students when they identify and record the genre
books
they
have
read. you use when you are working with a teacher?
did based
I add to
Notice if there is evidence of newWhat
learning
onmy
thereading
goal
oflist?
this
minilesson.
• What
should
you do if you give a book a good chance but you’re still not

a reader’s notebook for each
494
The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 3
w reading list
student (if using a plain notebook,
E stands for easy. I wrote the letter E because Captain Awesome to the
Minilesson
Students need numerous opportunities to respond to reading in different forms. A
set up tabbed sections for Reading
w reader’s notebook
Rescue! was very easy for me to read.
reader’s notebook is a special place for them to keep a record of their reading lives
List, Choosing Books, Minilessons,
To help students think about theWhat
minilesson
principle, demonstrate how to record
w genre
letters did I write next to the third book on my list, Avalanches?
and
to
share
their
thinking
about
books
they
have read.
and Writing About Reading)
the genre of a book on a reading list. Here is an example.
w realistic fiction
What do
w chart paper prepared with a fourFP_RML_G3_MinilessonsBook_i-x_1-574.indb
Assess Learning
Introducing
a Reader’s Notebook
Umbrella
1 494 you think the letters JR mean?
w fantasy
column chart
w Make sure each student has a reader’s notebook. Have them turn to the Genres
JR means “just right.” I wrote these letters because this book is just right for
reader’s
notebook.
there
is evidence
at a aGlance
page
(on the Notice
back
ofif the
yellow
tab). of
w informational Observe students when they use
w markers
me. It was not too easy or too difficult. I understood and enjoyed the book,
new learning based on the goal of this minilesson.
This page lists codes forand
different
dowords
you think
will solve
use the rest.
I knewgenres.
almostHow
all the
andyou
I could
Independent
Reading
Academic Language /
w Do students understand thethese
purpose
of a reader’s
notebook?
Continuum
codes?
Minilessons in This Umbrella
The last column on your reading list is for you to write whether each book
Important Vocabulary
Connection
w Do they understand the purpose of each section of a reader’s notebook?
wasThen
easy,show
just right,
or difficult
for you.
w Display the chart from RML2.
the cover
of the first
book on the list.
w Do they collect their thinking about books they have read in a reader’s
RML1
Collect
your thinking in your reader’s notebook.
w reader’s notebook
w Understand that there are different
Is this book fiction or nonfiction? How do you know?
notebook?
typesbook
of textsyou
and read
that they
w the
reading
listand author of each
RML2 Write
title
onhave
your reading list.
Thereader’s
Absent notebook,
Author is areading
made-up
so it must
w Do
list,story,
minilessons,
andbe fiction.
different characteristics
(p.they
50) understand the terms
492
The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 3
w minilessons
writing
RML3 Write the genre of each bookw on
your
readingNotebook
list.
Now look at Genres at a Glance. Is The Absent Author realistic fiction,
Record
in Reader’s
theabout reading?
w writing about reading
titles, authors, illustrators, genre
historical fiction, traditional literature, or fantasy?
RML4 Keep a tally of the kinds of books
you
read.
of texts
read,
and the dates read
How do you know?
(pp.D
186,(difficult)
189) Minilesson
RML5 Write E (easy), JR (just right), or
for each book on your
The Absent
Author is realistic fiction because it tells a story that could
FP_RML_G3_MinilessonsBook_i-x_1-574.indb
492
reading list.
Give each student a reader’s notebook
provide
a lesson
thatcode
introduces
students
happenand
in real
life. What
is the
for realistic
fiction?
RML6 Follow the guidelines in your reader’s notebook
do your
best
reading
to the to
contents
and
purpose
of the notebook. Here is an example.
and writing work.
Where should I write RF on my reading list?
Each of you has your own reader’s notebook, which you will use this year.
w Write
letters
RF in
Take a couple of minutes
tothe
look
through
it. the Genre Code column.
w

• Talk about and think deeply about texts

Before Teaching Umbrella 1 Minilessons

Showthe
the reader’s
cover of notebook?
the second What
book do
on you
the think
list. you
What do you noticew about
The minilessons in this umbrella demonstrate how to introduce
willReader’s
do with Notebook:
it?
What should I write in the genre column for this book? What is the genre of
Intermediate (Fountas and Pinnell 2011) to your students; however, if you do not
this book?
students’
attention
have it, a plain notebook can be used instead. The goal ofw aDraw
reader’s
notebook
is for to the tabs at the top of the reader’s notebook.
students to have a consistent place to collect
about
488 their
The thinking
Reading Minilessons
Book,reading
Grade
3 (see has four sections. You can use the tabs at the
The their
reader’s
notebook
pp. 46-49 for more on using a reader’s notebook).
top to find each section. Open your notebook to the yellow tab that says
Before introducing the reader’s notebook, it would be helpful
to teach
Reading
List.the
minilessons in Section One: Management. For this umbrella, use the following books
What do you think you will write inReader’s
this section?
Notebook
from the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Independent Reading Collection or any
FP_RML_G3_MinilessonsBook_i-x_1-574.indb 488
other fiction and nonfiction books from your classroom library.
w Record students’ responses in the first column of the chart, under the heading
Reading List.

Independent Reading Collection

The Absent Author by Ron Roy
Captain Awesome to the Rescue! by Stan Kirby
Avalanches by Lisa Bullard
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Continue in a similar manner with the three remaining sections (Choosing
Books, Minilessons, and Writing About Reading). Students might need help
understanding that they will glue a copy of the minilesson principles in the
Minilessons section so that they have them as a reference.

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 3

FP_RML_G3_MinilessonsBook_i-x_1-574.indb 484

Take Action! Get an in-depth
look at reading minilessons

fp.pub/FPcontexts

Do students follow the guidelines established during this minilesson?

w Do they understand the terms reader’s notebook and guidelines?
Determine and record on the reading list if a book is easy, just right, or difficult.

RML 3

your fingertips:

Examine reading minilessons across
the grades along with practical
information on putting them into
action in our
comprehensive
sampler. Scan the
code to view now.

Observe students during literacy work. Notice if there is evidence of new learning
based on the goal of this minilesson.
w

Goal

Students learn more, strengthen their ability to process increasingly challenging
If you have Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate, you can read and discuss the
texts, and enjoy their reading more when most of the books that they read are within
guidelines
printed on
the inside
front
cover, or
youhow
may choose to develop
their reach. Before teaching
this minilesson,
make
sure your
students
know
w markers
with
your
students,
as 3:
demonstrated
in the
lesson below. If you construct
to determine if a book is guidelines
just right for
them
(see
Umbrella
Getting Started
with
the guidelines
students, provide a copy of the guidelines for them to glue
Reading Minilesson Principle
Independent Reading, found
in Sectionwith
One: your
Management).
Academic Language /
into
their
reader’s
notebooks
after
the
lesson.
Write the genre of each
book on your reading list.
WAR.U1.RML3
Important Vocabulary
Assess Learning
w Divide students into small groups.
Observe students when they use a reader’s notebook. Notice if there is evidence of
w easy
You have been learning about what to do during reading and writing time
new learning based on the goal of
this minilesson.
Introducing a Reader’s
w just right
and how to use a reader’s notebook. Today we’re going to make a list of
Goal
Notebook
w Do students record the difficulty level of books they have read on their
guidelines for reading and writing work. Guidelines are agreements we have
w difficult
list?
Identify and record the genre reading
of a book
that has been read.
together so all students can do their best work. Take a few minutes to talk
You Will Need
w How often do they choose books
thatother
are just
right for
them?
with the
students
in your
group about what things you think would be
Rationale
forjust
us to
agree
ondifficult?
so that you can all do your best work.
w Do students understand theimportant
terms easy,
right,
and
w two or three books of different
When students list the genre of a book on a reading list, they notice trends among
genres, such as these from the
w
After
a
few
minutes,
ask
each
group to share the ideas they came up with.
the books they have chosen, helping them develop their identities as readers.
Independent Reading Collection:
Record
responses
on chart paper. If needed, prompt students with
Minilesson
This helps you and your students
set goals for expanding
theirtheir
repertoires.
Before
• The Absent Author
questions
such as the following:
teaching this lesson, make sure that your students have
a solid understanding
of the
by Ron Roy
Reading Minilesson Principle
To help students think about the• minilesson
principle,
howtime?
to record
genres that will be discussed.
What should
you dodemonstrate
during reading
• Captain Awesome to the
whether a book is easy, just right, or difficult.

With The Reading Minilessons Book at

opportunities to extend learning.

Rationale

chart paper and markers

When you teach students to follow guidelines, they are better equipped to do their
best work. You might have students review the established guidelines in Reader’s
Academic Language /
Notebook: Intermediate (Fountas and Pinnell 2011) or construct their own. When
Important Vocabulary
students play an active role in developing guidelines, they take ownership of them.
Reading Minilesson Principle

—Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

• Nurture student independence with

Goal

You Will Need
w

reference

Follow the guidelines in your reader’s notebook to do your
best reading and writing work.

Introducing a Reader’s
Notebook

apply it to their own independent reading and writing.”

• Generate anchor charts for student

Reading Minilesson Principle

RML 6
WAR.U1.RML6

7/16/18 2:57 PM

Umbrella 1: Introducing a Reader’s Notebook

FP_RML_G3_MinilessonsBook_i-x_1-574.indb 483
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THE READING MINILESSONS BOOK
Your Every Day Guide for Literacy Teaching
The Reading Minilessons Book Grade K / 978-0-325-09861-6 / $99.00
The Reading Minilessons Book Grade 1 / 978-0-325-09862-3 / $99.00
The Reading Minilessons Book Grade 2 / 978-0-325-09863-0 / $99.00
The Reading Minilessons Book Grade 3 / 978-0-325-09864-7 / $99.00
The Reading Minilessons Book Grade 4 / 978-0-325-09865-4 / $99.00
The Reading Minilessons Book Grade 5 / 978-0-325-09866-1 / $99.00
The Reading Minilessons Book Grade 6 / 978-0-325-09867-8 / $99.00

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

PROFESSIONAL BOOKS
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THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL LITERACY CONTINUUM:

GRADES

PreK–8

A TOOL FOR ASSESSMENT, PLANNING, AND TEACHING, PreK–8
Expanded Edition
Proficient readers and writers display recognizable behaviors at every phase of
learning. When teachers notice, teach, and support these behaviors, they link
assessment to responsive teaching.

The

Fountas&Pinnell

Literacy

The Literacy Continuum (print) Grades PreK–8 / 978-0-325-06078-1 / 2017 / $75.00

Continuum

Study Guide available at fountasandpinnell.com

A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL LITERACY
CONTINUUM

Expanded E D I T I O N

Expanded Digital Edition
The Digital Edition comes with convenient notes and
highlighting tools to help easily track observations of
your students’ literacy behaviors.
The Literacy Continuum (digital) Grades PreK–8 /

New!

978-0-325-04255-8 / $65.00

Now Grades PreK–8
EXPANDED EDITION

New!

CONTINUO DE LA LECTOESCRITURA, GRADOS PREK–8

Instrumento para la evaluación, planificación y enseñanza, Expanded Edition
These curricular resources provide a common vision of what PreK–8, Spanishspeaking children need to be able to do as competent readers, writers, and
language users by providing a framework for planning, links from assessment to
instruction, and tools for evaluation.
Continuo de la lectoescritura (English) / 978-0-325-09218-8 / 2020 / $75.00.
Continuo de la lectoescritura totalmente en español (Spanish) / 978-0-325-09219-5 / 2020
/ $75.00.

Teacher information in English

COMPANION RESOURCES

Now Grades PreK–8
ORIGINAL EDITION

SISTEMA DE LA EVALUACIÓN DE LA LECTURA
Grados K–2, Niveles A–N
Determine independent and instructional reading levels for Spanish-speaking
K–2 readers with 28 original student books written by native Spanishspeaking authors, using a Spanish leveling system developed to parallel the
F&P Text Level Gradient™.

TAKE PAPERLESS READING RECORDS
Take paperless assessments with the Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark
Assessment System Reading Record App for iPad.
See pages 6–9 for more information.
Teacher information in Spanish
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RELATIONSHIPS

LETTER-SOUND

LETTER-SOUND

THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL
COMPREHENSIVE PHONICS, SPELLING,
AND WORD STUDY GUIDE

BEHAVIOR

RELATIONSHIP
S (conti

GRADE LEVEL

LANGUAGE

Consonants (contin
11 Recognize
and use

nued)

INSTRUCTIONAL
PreK
E

ued)

M

middle
Sometimes double consona
consonant sounds sometim
es
for one consonant sound nt letters stand
represented by double
in the middle of
a word.
consonant letters: rubber,
according, puddle, coffee,
bigger,
collect, swimmer, announ
ce,
dropped, arrive, lesson,
attic,
buzzing.
The
12 Recognize
and use consonant
Some consonants or consona
letters that represent
nt clusters
two or
stand for two or more
more different sounds
different sounds at the
at the
beginning of a word.
beginning of a word:
car, city;
get, gym; think, they;
chair,
chorus, choir, chef.
13 Recognize
and use consonant
Some consonants or consona
letters that represent
nt clusters
two or more stand for
two or more different
different sounds at the
sounds at the
end of
end of a word.
a word: clinic, spice;
hug, cage;
rich, stomach; bath, smooth
.
14 Recognize
and use consonant
Some consonants or consona
letters that represent
nt clusters
two or more stand for
two or more different
different sounds in the
sounds in the
middle
middle of a word.
of a word: cyclone, nicest;
bugle,
magic; inches, school,
machine;
mouthwash, feather.
15 Recognize
and use consonant
Some words end with
clusters (blends) at the
a consonant cluster.
end of a
Each sound can be heard
word: ct, ft, ld, lf, lp,
lt, mp, nd, nk,
in a consonant
cluster at the end of a
nt, pt, sk, sp, st.
word.
16 Recognize
and use less frequen
t Consonant digraph
consonant digraphs
s stand for one sound
at the
that is different from
beginning or end of
the sound of either of
a word: gh, the consona
nt letters.
ph (e.g., rough, phone,
telegraph).
17 Recognize
and use consonant
Some words have consona
letters that represent
nt letters that are
no
silent.
sound: lamb, scene,
sign, rhyme,
know, calm, island, listen,
wrap.
18 Understand
and talk about the
Some
consonant
fact that some conson
ant sounds several differen sounds are represented by
t letters or letter clusters
can be represented by
.
several
different letters or letter
clusters:
e.g., kayak, picnic, truck,
stomach,
antique; thief, stiff, cough,
graph.

L

K

1

2

GRADES

E

M

3

PreK–8
L

E

M

L

E

M

L

E

M

LETTER-SOUND

4
L

E

M

5
L

E

M

6

7

BEHAVIOR

8

•••••••••

Vowels (continued)
20 Hear and
identify

short vowel
sounds in words and
the letters
that represent them.

••••••••••
•••••

Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study Guide

Comprehensive Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide
Grades PreK–8 / 978-0-325-08939-3 / 2017 / 80pp / $19.50

••••••••••
•••••

••••••••••
••

about the
fact that some letters
represent
vowel sounds.
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The Fountas & Pinnell

Some letters are vowels.

Every word has at least
one vowel sound.
A, e, i, o, and u are vowels
(and sometimes y).

Comprehensive Phonic

s, Spelling, and Word

21 Recognize
and use

short vowel
sounds at the beginn
ing of
words: e.g., at, every,
into, onto,
up.

22 Recognize
and use short vowel

sounds in the middle
of words
(CVC): e.g., hat, bed,
wind, stop,
run.

••••••••

23 Hear and
identify

long vowel
sounds in words and
the letters
that represent them.

•••••••••
••••••••••
24 Recognize
and use

••••••••••
••••

long vowel
sounds in words with
silent e
(CVCe): e.g., late, Pete,
pine,
robe, cube.

25 Contrast
short and long vowel

sounds in words: e.g.,
at/ate,
pet/Pete, bit/bite, hop/ho
pe, cut/
cute.

Vowels

19 Understand
and talk

•••

Study Guide

GUIDED READING

SECOND
EDITION

Responsive Teaching Across the Grades, Second Edition
Much has been written on the topic of guided reading over
the last 20 years, but no literacy leaders have championed
the topic with such depth and breadth as Fountas and
Pinnell. Revitalize your literacy teaching with the book that
changed the landscape of literacy instruction.

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Guided

Grades K–6 / 978-0-325-08684-2 / 2017 / $52.00

Reading

Responsive
Teaching
Across the
Grades

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL-BASED SEMINAR
Learn the framework of a guided reading lesson
and how to support comprehension and fluency
within each element of the lessons.

LIVE WEBINAR
Learn how to establish systems of strategic actions,
manage the classroom, and group students to
effectively work with readers on comprehension
and fluency.
For details see pages 60–63 or visit
fountasandpinnell.com/professionaldevelopment

essential
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

INSTRUCTIONAL
LANGUAGE

Fountas&Pinnell

Fountas and Pinnell bring their literacy expertise to
a systematic exploration of letters, sounds, words,
and learning how oral and written language “work.”
This essential guide, presented in an easy-to-use
chart form, is a critical companion to The Literacy
Continuum.

RELA

6–8
L
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In some words, the letter
a
sound heard at the beginnirepresents
ng of apple
middle of can.
In some words, the letter
e
sound heard at the beginnirepresents t
ng of egg o
middle of get.
In some words, the letter
i represents th
sound heard at the beginni
ng of in or th
middle of sit.

In some words, the letter
o
sound heard at the beginnirepresents th
ng of on or th
middle of hot.
In some words, the letter
u
sound heard at the beginni represents the
ng of up or th
middle of run.
Some words have one
vowel at the
beginning.
The sound of the vowel

is short.

Some words have one
vowel between two
consonants.
The sound of the vowel
is short.

Some words have a long
a vowel sound as in
lake and paint.
Some words have a long
e vowel sound as in
eat and tree.
Some words have a long
i vowel sound as in
ice and right.
Some words have a long
o vowel sound as in
go and oak.
Some words have a long
u vowel sound as in
use and true.
Some words end in an
e that is silent, and
the other vowel usually
has a long sound
(sounds like its name).
A vowel can represent
a sound that is
different from its name.
It is a short vowel
sound.

A vowel can represent
a sound like its name.
It is a long vowel sound.

GENRE STUDY
Teaching with Fiction and Nonfiction Books
Through age-appropriate mentor texts, students discover, define, and analyze the
foundational characteristics of fiction and nonfiction genres through inquiry-based
learning. To facilitate conversation and understanding, Genre Study concentrates on
three major instructional contexts: Interactive Read-Aloud, Readers’ Workshop, and
Writers’ Workshop.
Genre Study Grades K–8+ / 978-0-325-02874-3 / 2012 / 536 pp / $45.00
Study Guide available at fountasandpinnell.com

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL-BASED SEMINAR
Gain a better understanding of the different genres and forms of
literature while exploring the steps in the process of genre study and
the roles of both students and teachers.
For details see page 60 or visit fountasandpinnell.com/
professionaldevelopment

GENRE QUICK GUIDE
A Companion to Genre Study: Teaching with Fiction and Nonfiction Books
This spiral-bound companion to Genre Study: Teaching with Fiction and Nonfiction Books
is designed to actively engage students in the exploration of texts so that they can notice
and name genre characteristics, and construct working definitions. Includes master genre
chart outlining definitions, key characteristics, and a list of mentor texts.
Genre Quick Guide Grades K–8+ / 978-0-325-04438-5 / 2012 / 66 pp / $19.50
Genre Study + Genre Quick Guide Bundle Grades K–8+ / 978-0-325-04448-4 / 2012 / $49.50

SAVE WITH THE COMPLETE
GENRE SUITE BUNDLE

ADD ENGAGING FOUNTAS & PINNELL
SELECT GENRE SETS

Genre Study Suite Bundle / Genre

Available in singlecopy sets for
independent reading,
or six-copy sets for
guided reading. See
page 27 for details.

Study + Genre Quick Guide + Genre
Prompting Guide for Fiction + Genre
Prompting Guide for Nonfiction,

+

Poetry, and Test Taking / Grades K–8+
/ 978-0-325-04449-1 / 2012 / $90.00
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800.225.5800

heinemann.com

fountasandpinnell.com

GUIDING READERS AND WRITERS
Teaching Comprehension, Genre, and Content Literacy
Guiding Readers and Writers explores all the essential components of a quality
literacy program, including independent reading, guided reading, literature
study, comprehension, word analysis, and the reading-writing connection, while
addressing the unique challenges of teaching upper-elementary students.
Guiding Readers and Writers Grades 2–8+ / 978-0-325-00310-8 / 2000 / 672pp / $46.00
Study Guide available at fountasandpinnell.com

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL-BASED SEMINAR
Learn about the elements of an effective literacy system including
managing the literacy block, using guided reading for intermediate grades,
and conducting literature discussion groups.
For details see page 60 or visit fountasandpinnell.com/
professionaldevelopment

TEACHING FOR COMPREHENDING AND FLUENCY
Thinking, Talking, and Writing About Reading, K–8
Fountas and Pinnell describe appropriate expectations for comprehension, fluency,
and vocabulary development, providing a firm foundation of students’ reading
levels: where they are, where they should be, and what they need to do to get
there—for any reader, in any grade, at any moment. The accompanying DVD provides
video segments that illustrate concepts from the book and demonstrate exemplar
teaching in real classroom settings.
Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency Grades K–8 / 978-0-325-00308-5 / 608pp /
Paperback + DVD / $50.00
Study Guide available at fountasandpinnell.com

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL-BASED SEMINAR
Learn how students think within, beyond, and about texts, explore the six
dimensions of fluency, and discover ways to deepen comprehension across a
variety of genres.
For details see page 60 or visit fountasandpinnell.com/
professionaldevelopment

encouraging
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™
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WHEN READERS STRUGGLE
Teaching That Works
When Readers Struggle: Teaching That Works is a comprehensive volume filled with specific
teaching ideas for helping children in kindergarten through grade 3, levels A–N, who are
having difficulty in reading and writing. Fountas and Pinnell discuss how struggling readers
can be supported in whole-class settings, but the main focus of the text is small-group
intervention and individual interactions during reading and writing. When Readers Struggle
provides examples of how to closely observe readers to make the best possible teaching
decisions for them.
Grades K–3 / 978-0-325-08967-6 / 2009 / 400pp / $48.50
Study Guide available at fountasandpinnell.com

Same great content

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

FRESH NEW LOOK

SCHOOL-BASED SEMINAR
Learn how to observe and analyze the critical behaviors that keep readers from
being successful, and how to plan intervention to ensure reading success.

LIVE WEBINAR
Through video examples and readings from the text, learn what students need to
know about language and how print works, and consider what matters most when
working with readers who struggle.
For details see page 60 and 62 or visit fountasandpinnell.com/
professionaldevelopment
Includes PreK Continuum
from the Expanded Edition

LITERACY BEGINNINGS
A Prekindergarten Handbook
Language and play are a child’s major tools for learning about the world and the most
important tools for early literacy learning. Literacy Beginnings carries the excitement of play
into the introduction of reading and writing. Resources include nursery rhymes, poems, songs,
book lists organized by month and topic, schedules for both 3- and 6-hour school days, and 35
literacy and language lessons written just for the PreK classroom.

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Literacy

Beginnings

Literacy Beginnings PreK–K / 978-0-325-09925-5 / 2018 / 472 pp / $41.00
Study Guide available at fountasandpinnell.com

Same great content
A Prekindergarten Handbook
FRESH NEW LOOK

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL-BASED SEMINAR
Same great content
FRESH NEW LOOK
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Learn how to create a classroom that is play-based but still prepares young learners
for literacy by introducing letters, sounds, and words.
For details see page 60 or visit fountasandpinnell.com/professionaldevelopment

fountasandpinnell.com

Same great content

Same great content

FRESH NEW LOOK

INTERACTIVE WRITING

GRADES

K–2

How Language and
Literacy Come Together,
K–2
Andrea McCarrier, Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Interactive Writing offers
powerful first teaching
designed to accelerate
and support children’s
critical understanding of
How Language and Literacy Come Together
the writing process. In a
clear, step-by-step format,
the authors show how
teachers can use interactive writing to teach a range of
foundational literacy skills.

Interactive

Writing

Grades K–2 / 978-0-325-09926-2 / 2000 / 320pp / $35.50

LEVELED BOOKS, K–8

Irene C. Fountas

•

FRESH NEW LOOK

WORD MATTERS

A Companion Volume to The Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Lessons

Teaching Phonics
and Spelling in the
Reading/Writing
Classroom

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Word

Word Matters presents
essential information
to help children learn
Teaching Phonics and Spelling in the Reading/Writing Classroom
about letters, sounds,
and words. The central
goal is to teach children
to become readers who
can take words apart while reading for meaning, and writers
who can construct words while writing to communicate.

Matters

Grades K–3 / 978-0-325-09977-4 / 1998 / 424pp / $40.00

Gay Su Pinnell

Matching Texts to Readers
for Effective Teaching
Fountas and Pinnell
describe how to analyze the
characteristics of texts and
select just the right book
to use for guided reading
MATCHING TEXTS TO READERS
FOR EFFECTIVE TEACHING
instruction. With Leveled
Books, K–8 you’ll know how
and why to choose books
www.FountasandPinnellLeveledBooks.com
for your readers, and with
www.FandPLeveledBooks.com, you’ll have the ideal tool
at your fingertips for finding appropriate books for guided
reading.
Grades K–8 / 978-0-325-00818-9 / 2005 / 288pp / $34.50

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ON-DEMAND MINI-COURSE
Learn more about the F&P Text Level Gradient™ and
how to use Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ resources to
match books to readers with the new On-Demand MiniCourses.
For details see page 63 or visit fountasandpinnell.com/
professionaldevelopment

WWW.FANDPLEVELEDBOOKS.COM
The Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Books Website is the
only official online source for titles leveled according to
the widely adopted F&P Text Level Gradient™. With over
65,000 titles from some 300+ publishers, each title has
been analyzed and precisely leveled by the experienced
and knowledgeable F&P leveling team.
This subscription-based website is an ever-growing list
of leveled books and resources, which includes a wide
variety of classic and contemporary titles spanning
grades K–8, and is searchable by key information such
as title, author, publisher, F&P text level, genre, word
count, and keywords.
Single subscription: $25 per year
School subscriptions: 1–5 teachers, $25 per teacher
6–10 teachers: $25 per teacher less 10%
11–15 teachers: $25 per teacher less 15%
16 + teachers: $25 per teacher less 20%

empowering
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™
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Professional
Development
■■ COLLEGIALITY

■■ QUALITY

AND CONTINUAL

INSTRUCTION ON

IMPROVEMENT

CRUCIAL TOPICS

■■ NEW ENERGY AND
UNDERSTANDING

■■ LEADING EDGE
ONLINE OFFERINGS

STUDENTS’ LITERACY SUCCESS RELIES ON
SKILLFUL, INFORMED TEACHING

Fountas & Pinnell

Professional Learning Opportunities
From Heinemann Professional Development
While all of the Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ books, resources, and systems are deeply rooted in teacher
professional learning, the following options and opportunities are available to further develop the craft of
teaching and foster a climate of collegiality and community.

OFF-SITE
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ON-SITE

ONLINE

Multi-Day Institutes and

These on-site School-Based

Led by Fountas and Pinnell-

One-Day Workshops provide

Seminars are developed by

trained consultants, each Webinar

extensive insight and a deeper

Fountas and Pinnell and

Series consists of four interactive

understanding of literacy teaching.

delivered by knowledgeable,

sessions. In addition, our self-paced

Attend with your teaching team or

experienced consultants

On-Demand Mini-Courses explore

connect with new colleagues from

who have been selected and

some of the foundational ideas

across the country.

trained by the authors.

behind Fountas and Pinnell’s work.

800.225.5800

heinemann.com

fountasandpinnell.com

Off-Site

These powerful and transformative Multi-Day Institutes and One-Day
Workshops were designed by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell,
and are presented by author-trained consultants.

Multi-Day Institute for Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™
nC
 REATE A COHERENT VISION FOR
LITERACY LEARNING WITH FOUNTAS &
PINNELL CLASSROOM™
Grades PreK–6

In this interactive four-day institute, Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su
Pinnell will present several keynote speeches that will convey
their vision to lift students’ literacy learning through authentic
experiences in reading, thinking, talking, and writing.
Participants will have an opportunity to attend a variety of sessions
facilitated by Fountas and Pinnell-trained consultants.

Multi-Day Institutes for Leveled Literacy Intervention
n TEACHING READERS WHO STRUGGLE
AND TEACHING WITHIN LLI LESSONS
IN THE PRIMARY GRADES, K–2
Levels A-N / LLI Orange, Green, and
Blue Systems

n INTERVENING FOR LITERACY SUCCESS
WITH INTERMEDIATE, MIDDLE, AND
SECONDARY STUDENTS, GRADES 3–12
Levels L-Z / LLI Red, Gold, Purple, and Teal
Systems

This two-day institute will focus on understanding the reading
and writing challenges of children who struggle with literacy
learning and how to provide effective teaching within the LLI
primary lessons.

In this interactive two-day institute, you will be provided with a
deep understanding of the LLI Red, Gold, Purple, and Teal Systems
for grades 3–12 and how they specifically meet the needs of
struggling readers in those grades, and how to provide effective
teaching within the LLI lessons.

A One-Day Workshop about The Literacy Continuum
nT
 HE FOUNTAS & PINNELL LITERACY
CONTINUUM, EXPANDED EDITION: A
TOOL FOR ASSESSMENT, PLANNING,
AND TEACHING
Grades PreK–8

During this workshop, you’ll explore The Literacy Continuum as a
powerful link that connects assessment to instruction. You’ll delve
into how to use The Literacy Continuum to construct a common
vision for student achievement that effectively and efficiently
engages all students in the robust, authentic, and meaningful
literacy learning every child deserves.

Take Action! Experience extraordinary
professional development.
Get updated information about these events at our
website. Scan the code to see details now.
fp.pub/FP-PD-1

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

inspiring
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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On-Site

These on-site School-Based Seminars are developed by Fountas and Pinnell
and delivered by knowledgeable, experienced consultants who have been
selected and trained by the authors.

On-Site, School-Based Seminars for Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™
nG
 ETTING STARTED
OVERVIEW
Grades: PreK–6

n INTERACTIVE
READ-ALOUD
Grades: PreK–6

n READING
MINILESSONS
Grades: K–6

nS
 HARED
READING
Grades: PreK–3

n GUIDED
READING
Grades: K–6

n PHONICS,
SPELLING, AND
WORD STUDY

In this seminar, you will explore the books and lessons within each instructional
context and explore how observation, assessment and The Fountas & Pinnell
Literacy Continuum are used to inform teaching decisions and instruction. You’ll
also explore ways to include all instructional contexts within a daily schedule
and create a plan for getting started with each context within Fountas &
Pinnell Classroom™.

During this seminar, you’ll learn more about the values of this powerful
instructional context. You’ll learn how to use The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum to observe children for evidence of their ability to think within, beyond,
and about texts, and how to use the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Interactive
Read-Aloud Collection to engage children’s thinking through high-quality texts.
Reading minilessons are short, concise, purposeful lessons with a practical
application in a specific area of literacy. During this seminar, you’ll learn how
to use The Reading Minilessons Book to engage children’s thinking through
high-quality texts.
In this seminar, you’ll explore ways to use shared reading to build community as well
as expand children’s ability to read and process text. You’ll also learn how to use
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum to identify goals to observe and teach for
within the shared reading context.
This seminar will explore how to use guided reading to meet students where they
are and lead them forward with intention and responsive teaching. You’ll learn the
structure of a lesson and explore how to observe children and teach in response to
those observations.
In this seminar, we’ll use the lessons to explore the teaching of phonics through
both explicit and implicit instruction using the resources of the Fountas & Pinnell
Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System.

Grades K–4

n BOOK CLUBS
Grades: K–6

n INDEPENDENT
READING AND
CONFERRING
Grades: K–6

58
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Throughout this seminar, you’ll explore how to organize and implement book clubs
within your classroom, and explore how to facilitate authentic discussion about a
common text.
During this seminar, you’ll learn how to support student choice during independent
reading as well as explore how to have authentic and meaningful conversations
with students that will move them forward in their reading competencies. You’ll
also learn to use The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum as a valuable resource
for observing and selecting teaching goals for individual students.

heinemann.com

fountasandpinnell.com

On-Site, School-Based Seminars
n BENCHMARK
ASSESSMENT
SYSTEM (BAS) 1 AND 2
3RD EDITION

In this session, you will learn how to administer, score, analyze, and interpret results
from BAS and also explore how to use the data from BAS along with The Fountas &
Pinnell Literacy Continuum to inform instruction during whole-class, small-group,
and individual teaching opportunities.

Grades: K–2 and 3–8

n SISTEMA DE
EVALUACIÓN
DE LA LECTURA

This seminar will introduce you to the thinking behind the Sistema de evaluación de
la lectura and explore how to use the Continuo de adquisición de la lectoescritura to
turn assessment analysis into sound instructional decision-making.

Grados K-2, Niveles A-N

nR
 OLE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR IN
THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF BENCHMARK
ASSESSMENT (BAS)

This seminar will provide an overview of the Benchmark Assessment System,
suggest ways to facilitate implementation, and will provide specific checklists of
things to look for in effective administration of BAS, and evidence of its application
to classroom instruction.

Grades: K–8

n THE FOUNTAS &
PINNELL LITERACY
CONTINUUM

Drawing from this important resource, this professional learning opportunity
provides an introduction in how to use The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum to
plan for whole-class, small-group and individual instruction.

Grades: PreK–8

nL
 EVELED LITERACY
INTERVENTION PRIMARY
SYSTEMS

Topics covered in this seminar include an overview of the LLI Lesson Framework,
assessing and grouping students, teaching within the LLI lessons, using the
Prompting Guide, understanding the demands of texts, and documenting progress.

Grades: K–2

nL
 EVELED LITERACY
INTERVENTION MIDDLE
AND HIGH SCHOOL
SYSTEMS

In addition to an overview of the components and implementation of the LLI
Intermediate, Middle, and Secondary Systems, this professional development
delves into the advanced routines needed for the intermediate student including a
focus on fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension.

Grades: 3–12

nR
 OLE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR IN
THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF LEVELED LITERACY
INTERVENTION

This seminar will provide an overview of LLI, including research, rationales for use,
basic lesson structure, typical routines, organization, and scheduling. It will suggest
ways to support shifts in teaching and how to facilitate implementation.

Grades: K–12

collaborative
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™
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On-Site

On-Site, School-Based Seminars

n GENRE STUDY

In this seminar and in their book Genre Study: Teaching with Fiction and Nonfiction Books,
Fountas and Pinnell advocate teaching and learning in which students are actively
engaged in developing genre understandings and applying their thinking to any genre.

Grades: K–8+

n GUIDED READING

In this professional learning opportunity, you will explore the reading process and how it
is supported throughout a guided reading lesson. You’ll learn the components of a lesson
and will build an understanding of responsive teaching throughout each component.

Grades: K–6

n GUIDING READERS

Customized to meet your teaching and learning needs, topics within the seminar may
include reading and writing workshop, guided reading in the intermediate grades,
managing the literacy block, and literature discussion groups.

Grades: 3–6

n LITERACY BEGINNINGS
Grades: PreK–K

n PHONICS, SPELLING,
AND WORD STUDY
SYSTEM
Grades: K–3

n TEACHING FOR
COMPREHENDING AND
FLUENCY
Grades: K–8

n WHEN READERS
STRUGGLE
Grades: K–3

Drawing from Fountas and Pinnell’s book, Literacy Beginnings: A Prekindergarten
Handbook, this seminar will address the challenges of creating a classroom
community that is play-based, but also prepares children for the literacy-rich world in
which they live.
In this seminar, teachers will begin with an instructional and theoretical overview of
the resources in the Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System and
move toward understanding and developing a continuum of learning about letters,
sounds, and words.
fp.pub/FP-PD-1
Educators in the seminar will examine the critical elements of comprehension
involving readers, texts, and teaching as they study Fountas and Pinnell’s important
resource, Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency. You’ll gain an understanding of the
components of an effective literacy program and how they translate into whole-group,
small-group, and individual instruction.

Drawing from Fountas and Pinnell’s book, When Readers Struggle: Teaching That
Works, this seminar will address the range of difficulties that interfere with literacy
learning in the primary grades. You’ll learn how to observe and analyze the critical
behaviors that keep lower achieving readers from initiating and problem-solving
successfully as they read.

Take Action! Invest in teacher
expertise with on-site seminars.
Arrange for On-Site Professional Development.
Scan the code to get started.
fp.pub/FP-PD-3

collegial
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Online

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Webinar Series
The following Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Webinar Series, presented by a Fountas and Pinnell-trained consultant,
are recorded and include video demonstrations, presentation materials, and access to the recorded webinar series
for up to thirty days. CEU credit (five clock hours) is awarded upon completion of each.
nT
 HE FOUNTAS & PINNELL
CLASSROOM™ OVERVIEW
Grades: K–3

n INTERACTIVE
READ-ALOUD
Grades: PreK–3

n READING
MINILESSONS
Grades: PreK–3

n SHARED READING
Grades: PreK–3

n GUIDED READING
Grades: K–2

n PHONICS,
SPELLING, AND
WORD STUDY
Grades: K–2

n BOOK CLUBS
Grades: K–3

n INDEPENDENT
READING AND
CONFERRING
Grades: K–3

In this four-part webinar series, a vision for lifting students’ literacy learning through
authentic experiences in reading, thinking, talking, and writing will be presented. You
will learn how the instructional contexts of Interactive Read-Aloud, Reading Minilessons, Shared Reading, Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study, Guided Reading, Book
Clubs, and Independent Reading work together to develop coherence in the literacy
learning of every student across the grades.

In this four-part series, you will learn how to use The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum to observe children for evidence of thinking within, beyond, and about text,
and how to use the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Interactive Read-Aloud Collection to
engage children’s thinking through high-quality texts.
There are four types of minilessons: Management, Literary Analysis, Strategies & Skills,
and Writing About Reading. Throughout this interactive series, you will explore each
type of minilesson, how they connect to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum, and
how the minilessons use texts from interactive read-aloud as mentor texts.
Throughout this interactive series, you will explore ways to use shared reading to build
community among students as well as help students build an early reading process
and develop a strong foundation of letters, sounds, and words.
Through discussion, reflection, and video examples, during this four-part webinar
series, you will learn how to use guided reading to meet students where they are and
lead them forward with intention and precision teaching.
This four-part webinar series will help you understand and work with a continuum of
learning about letters, sounds, and words, explore ways to implement the Fountas
& Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System, and incorporate word study
throughout the various instructional contexts of Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™.

Throughout this four-part series, you will explore how to organize and implement
book clubs and how to facilitate authentic discussion about a common text.

Throughout this series, you will explore how to support student choice during independent reading, and explore how to have authentic and meaningful conversations with
students that will move them forward in their reading competencies.

productive
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™
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Online
Webinar Series
Led by Fountas and Pinnell-trained consultants, each live webinar course
and recorded options consist of a series of four sessions that include chat
with the presenter, video demonstrations, and course materials that support
session objectives.

Take Action!
Webinars make
it easy to learn
within your schedule
and your budget.
Online professional
development works. Scan
the code to learn more.
fp.pub/FP-PD-4

nT
 HE FOUNTAS &
PINNELL BENCHMARK
ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
Coding, Scoring, Analyzing,
and Assessing

This webinar series is designed to support teachers as they learn to administer the
Benchmark Assessment System and match students’ instructional and independent
reading abilities to the F&P Text Level Gradient™. Through demonstration and
hands-on practice, participants will learn to analyze results of the assessment and
plan instruction that meets students’ needs.

Grades: K–8

n GUIDED READING

You’ll explore critical attributes of teaching reading and will identify the teacher’s
role in helping children acquire literacy. Questions that teachers ask most often will
be addressed: How do I manage my classroom? What are the other children doing
while I’m having guided reading groups?

Grades: K–6

nT
 HE FOUNTAS & PINNELL
LITERACY CONTINUUM,
EXPANDED EDITION

Learn to use the reading continua to help students think within, beyond and about
text across several instructional contexts, including Interactive Read–Aloud,
Literature Discussion, Guided Reading, and Reading Minilessons.

Grades: PreK–8

nP
 HONICS, SPELLING,
AND WORD STUDY
SYSTEM

This webinar helps teachers understand and work with a continuum of learning
about letters, sounds, and words and to describe a wide range of ways to
implement word study within a comprehensive language and literacy framework.

Grades: K–4

nW
 HEN READERS
STRUGGLE
Grades: K–3
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Through the analysis of video examples, teaching transcripts, and readings from the
text, you’ll learn how to refine your teaching with practices that enable you to reach
struggling readers.

heinemann.com

fountasandpinnell.com

On-Demand Mini-Courses
Heinemann Professional Development partners with Lesley University’s
Center for Reading Recovery and Literacy Collaborative to present a
collection of on-demand mini-courses that provide a self-paced option

Take Action!
On-Demand is an
economical option.

work. These mini-courses are grounded in research and rich with

Tuition is just $49.95 per participant,
and Group Discounts are available.
Scan the code to learn more.

practical video modeling, reading, writing, and personal reflection to

fp.pub/FP-PD-5

to explore some of the foundational ideas behind Fountas and Pinnell’s

support work in assessing and planning for literacy instruction.

n THE F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™
Using Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™
Resources to Match Books to Readers
Grades: K–8

nT
 HINKING AND TALKING ABOUT
BOOKS ACROSS THE DAY
Creating a Community of Readers

Fountas and Pinnell have identified ten characteristics that are used to
analyze texts and arrange them along the F&P Text Level Gradient™.
Once you become familiar with these characteristics, you will be able to
look at texts more analytically and determine how these aspects affect
the challenges that a given text might present to readers.
In this mini-course, you will examine two instructional contexts in
which students have the opportunity to share their thinking with their
classmates.

Grades: K–8

n INTRODUCING TEXTS EFFECTIVELY
IN GUIDED READING LESSONS
Grades: K–8

nR
 EFLECTING ON TEXTS THROUGH
DRAWING AND WRITING

This mini-course is comprised of a series of three hands-on, working
sessions designed to help you plan effective text introductions for
guided reading lessons.
In this mini-course, you will study the different instructional contexts in
which students learn to draw and write in response to reading.

Grades: K–8

convenient
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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every
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a fully
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that support
independent work
Build a community
of readers with
Book Clubs
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Guided Reading
books with
systematic
lessons
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JOIN THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL LITERACY™ COMMUNITY
Connect with thousands of educators from around the world
on one of the fastest-growing online literacy communities.
Gain exclusive access to tools, resources, conversations,
videos, tips, inspiration, and more.

fountasandpinnell.com

FREE MEMBERSHIP
• Exclusive Webinars hosted
by Irene C. Fountas and
Gay Su Pinnell
• Daily Lit Bits
• Consultant-led Discussion
Board
• Instructional Tools and
Resource Library
• Study Guides

CONTINUE
THE CONVERSATION
ONLINE AT:

@FountasPinnell
#FPLiteracy

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™
@FountasandPinnell

@FountasPinnell
#fountasandpinnell

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ Learning Group
www.facebook.com/groups/FountasPinnell/

